
Characters:  

 

(F4 M14. Some parts have just a few lines; easily doubled) 

 

Frederick Newbold (M)  A Victorian engineer and entrepreneur. 

 

Polly Staythorpe (F)  Vicar’s daughter, with a mind of her own.  

 

Samuel Cooper (M)  A convict transported to Australia, who has escaped & returned. 

 

Rev Staythorpe (M)  Vicar, mindful of his flock from the farming community. 

 

Mr Grainger (M)   Frederick Newbold’s employer when play begins.  (A1.S1 only) 

 

Mr Wright (M)   An employee of Mr Grainger. (A1.S1 only) 

 

Captain Wilks (M)   Captain of the Queen Victoria. (A1.S1 only) 

 

Timothy Taylor (M)  An employee of Frederick Newbold. 

  

Dan Carter (M)   An employee of Frederick Newbold. 

 

Mr Montague (M)  A banker. 

 

Mr Abrahams (M)  A tailor.  

 

Obediah Kirkuldy (M)  A schoolmaster 

 

Mrs. Taylor (F)  Wife of Timothy. 

 

Mrs Carter (F)   Wife of Dan. 

 

Mrs Cooper (F)  Wife of Samuel. 

 

Captain Watson (M)  Captain of the Oceania  

 

Captain Watson’s Mate (M) Captain Watson’s Mate 

 

A couple of passengers (M/F) Small parts (A1.S1 & A3.S2 only) 

 

Nathaniel Abrahams (M)  Tailor. Appears only in (A3 S7/8  Easily doubled.) 

 

Queen Victoria (F)   7 lines (A3.S6. Easily doubled.) 

 

Cockney taxi driver (M/F) Heard offstage only (1 line only. A3.S9.)  

 

Hotel Receptionist (M/F)  2 lines final scene only (Easily doubled) 

 

Agricultural workers (M/F)  A few lines only (A2.S6.) 

 

Non-Speaking roles (M/F)  A couple of porters & a couple of maids. 

  

 

  



Act 1 

Scene 1 - Docks 

 

(In front of curtain. Simple props for a dockyard, capstans, barrels, coils 

of rope. SFX. Optional sounds of sea shanty sung offstage. SFX. 

Hammering and tapping sounds of a 19th century shipyard. Sound of a 

ship’s hooter.  Mr Grainger & Mr Wright enter.) 

 

Mr Grainger: The Queen Victoria, in from Sydney; just look at the passengers crowding 

around the handrails, you’d think they’d never seen dry land.  

 

Mr Wright:   They resemble the new photographs, all black clothes and white faces.   

 

Mr Grainger:   That worries me; that worries me a lot.  

 

Mr Wright:   Mr Newbold’s uncle put up the money for the cargo of food did he not? 

 

Mr Grainger:  He did; but it is our machines that were installed, and our reputation that is at 

stake! If the scheme has failed, customers have long memories. Ay ay, here 

he comes, the Chinaman. 

 

Mr Wright:   (Surprised) The Chinaman? Newbold isn’t Chinese is he? 

 

Mr Grainger:   (Disparagingly) Derbyshire born and bred.  

 

Wright:  (Quotes snidely) Derbyshire born, and Derbyshire bred; strong in the arm 

and thick in the head! 

 

Mr Grainger:  I call him Mr. Wi, because it’s all ‘why is it like this’, and ‘why cannot it be 

done another way?’ He has too many ideas. He doesn’t appreciate that you 

have to walk before you can run. 

 

Mr Wright:   They say he was apprenticed at Derby. 

 

Mr Grainger:  To the Midland Railway! When did trains ever put to sea, that’s what I’d like 

to know. I have had grave doubts all through this project, but he has pushed 

ahead, despite my concerns; and on his head be it!  

 

 (Frederick enters) 

 

Frederick:  (Small bow) Mr. Grainger, Mr. Wright. The Queen Victoria is nearly in! Can 

you bear to wait to see how our new technique for cooling the cargo of fresh 

food has fared! Can you contemplate that we may soon be holding in our 

hands an apple from the opposite end of the earth, and in May! And on our 

table this Sunday, we may have a fresh joint of beef! 

 

Mr Grainger:  Berthed, it will soon be berthed, Mr. Newbold; that’s what they call a ship 

that’s nearly in! The passengers are as pasty looking as usual. Do you not 

think if they’d had their fill of the flesh and fruits of the New World, they 

would be of healthier complexion? 

 

Frederick:   They do appear wan.  

 

Mr Grainger:   (Drily) A diet of salt beef and sea biscuits has that effect. 

 



Frederick:  You are pessimistic Mr. Grainger? It is a long and often rough crossing from 

Sydney. The passengers have likely been contained in their cabins for long 

periods during the four months passage. I am hopeful they have enjoyed a 

good table. 

 

Mr. Grainger:  (Grumbles) If the good Lord had intended us to eat cows from the Antipodes 

or Great Fruit from the equatorial regions, he would have given them fins or 

wings.  

 

Frederick:  But we Mr. Grainger can give the Lord a hand by using his gifts to us; our 

engineering skills.  

 

Mr. Grainger:  Things change Mr Newbold, because the world is ready for them, not 

because of a hare-brained notion.  

 

Frederick:   It is called enterprise sir.  

 

Mr Wright:   It would seem very unnatural to me, to eat an apple in May.    

 

Frederick:  In years to come Mr Wright, it will seem quite natural to take a bite from a 

sweet Australian apple when we have no apples here. And the working 

classes may enjoy a joint of frozen beef from the Antipodes, when fresh meat 

is so dear. 

 

Mr. Grainger:  If it has failed it will be your money that has been squandered. Your uncle 

has more sense than money. 

  

Frederick:  But if it has succeeded, I am sure you will not keep quiet about it. Let us be 

optimistic for all our sakes!  
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(Frederick, Mr Grainger & Mr Wright watch as the passengers arrive. 

Passengers & Porters enter, creating a hustle and bustle; passengers 

come and go. Trunks are wheeled across stage.) 

 

Passenger:   (Calls) Porter. 

 

Frederick:  (Approaches passenger) Excuse me sir (or madam). You have had a fair 

voyage? 

 

Passenger:   I am alive; take the trunk! 

 

Frederick:  I am not a porter; I am an engineer. Tell me sir (or madam), have you 

enjoyed the food on the voyage? There was a new method used for the 

preservation of meat, fruit and vegetables. Your diet was hopefully more 

varied than is usual? And you enjoyed fresh foods for longer? 

 

Passenger:  (Roughly) The food sir, was putrid! I am awash with brine and my teeth 

broken by hard tack. Unless you are a porter, or a cook, get out of my way! 

 

(Captain Wilks enters)  
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Frederick:    Captain Wilks? 

 

Captain Wilks:  Yes? 

 

Frederick:   (Small bow) I am Mr Newbold.  

 

Captain Wilks:  (Impatient) Ah, Mr Newbold. I have no good news for you I’m afraid, and I 

am not in the best of tempers.  

 

Frederick:  I am sorry for that. I have come with my colleagues, - (turns but they have 

deliberately moved away.) er - to see how the new method of food 

preservation has fared over the voyage? 

   

(Porter trundles a crate onto stage) 

 

Captain Wilks:  (Turns to crate) You won’t need eyes to see how it has fared, only a nose! 

Look into the crate! (He steps back) 

 

Frederick:  (Looks into crate; then turns away quickly, coughing) - How long have 

they been like this, black and rotten?  

 

Captain Wilks:  The soft fruit, mangoes, guavas, papayas, bananas, lasted a couple of weeks, 

the apples, oranges, a little longer. The meat was crawling with maggots 

within the week.  

 

Frederick:   Did you pack the ice? 

 

Captain Wilks:  Mr. Newbold, we’ve come from Australia, not Antarctica!  

    

Frederick:   But I explained before you sailed from Newcastle. 

 

(Mr Grainger & Mr Wright move within earshot) 

 

Captain Wilks:  We have a ship to sail; we’ve no time to nurture ice. I believe the chief 

engineer did his best with sea water on the little ice we had. 

 

Frederick:   But – (interrupted) 

 

Captain Wilks:  I’m a busy man. The ship owners’ sir will no doubt be in touch, the purchase 

of the fruit and meat, was not inconsiderable. There is also the matter of the 

storage and loading, and unnecessary modifications.  

 

(Captain Wilks exits) 

 

Mr. Grainger:  I have heard all, and it is as I had feared all along! I am unable to entertain 

your foolhardy ideas any longer Mr Newbold. It is time my firm and yourself 

parted company. (Looks into crate and puts handkerchief to face) The 

stench! 

 

Mr Wright:  (Peeps into crate) An apple in May? I would not eat one of those apples, if 

my life depended on it! 

 



Frederick:  I’ve failed this time gentlemen, but one day, I vow you will sit down to a 

dinner of fine foods brought with my machinery from all parts of the globe; 

but I sirs, will sup better! 

 

(Mr Grainger and Mr Wright exit haughtily. Frederick takes one final 

look inside crate, and exits coughing with handkerchief over face. 

Porters quickly remove the few dockyard props. Maids now bring on 

two small tables. One holds a lit lamp & diagrams & has a simple chair 

to each side. A second small table holding jug, bowl and towel is placed a 

little apart.)   

 

 

  



Scene 2 – Board room 

 

(Front of curtain. To resemble a simple boarding room. Lights low 

throughout scene. Frederick enters dispirited, yawns wearily, and 

slumps at the small table with lit lamp, and a pile of diagrams. He makes 

notes. He begins to nod off. He turns off the lamp. Snores. He begins to 

dream and speaks aloud.)   

 

Frederick:  But you sirs, you sirs, will regret the day you ever enjoyed my fine - maggots 

– maggots! 

 

(SFX. In Frederick’s dream loud guffaws of laughter are heard, made by 

Mr Grainger, Mr Wright and Captain Wilks.) 

 

Frederick:  (Speaking in sleep) It’s because you didn’t use the ice Captain Wilks! I gave 

specific instructions that (Moving about on chair in distress) - the stench, 

the stench is unbearable! I can’t breathe, I can’t (interrupted) 

 

(Samuel Cooper enters. He is streaked with dirt. He approaches 

Frederick)  

 

Samuel:  Mr Newbold sir, wake up!  

 

Frederick:  (Sits up at table alarmed) Who the devil are you? Ugggh, ugghh, the 

stench!  

 

Samuel:   Do you have a wash bowl? 

 

Frederick:  (Turns on lamp on desk, and holds it up) What on earth are you doing in 

my room! Get out, you, you, (coughs) maggot! 

 

Samuel:   Wait! I can help you.   

 

Frederick:   What do you mean you can help me? 

 

Samuel:  What you’re trying to do! To bring food from the ends of the earth to Britain, 

in a condition to eat. I know people who’ve done it; brothers in Van 

Diemen’s land. 

 

Frederick:  Van Diemen’s land? That’s where they transport Her Majesty’s prisoners. 

Who are you? Look at the state you’re in, covered with, uggggh! Where in 

heaven’s name have you come from? 

 

Samuel:   Bananas and papayas and (interrupted)  

 

Frederick:  You were a stowaway onboard the Queen Victoria? - In the food store! You 

are an escaped convict! (Stands.)  

 

Samuel:  Shhh! I mean you no harm! If your scheme had worked onboard the Queen 

Victoria, I wouldn’t smell so bad! I overheard you talking at the docks. I’ve 

come to help you. 

 

Frederick:  (Curiously) What is it to you if I succeed or fail? Ugggh! (indicates wash 

stand) There’s a jug of water, bowl and soap on the wash stand!  

 



Samuel:   (Makes a pretence of washing at stand.) Have you a spare set of clothes? 

 

Frederick:   Why were you transported? I will not tolerate murderers! 

 

Samuel:  I stole a pig; there was no murder; apart from to the pig. I was sentenced to 

transportation to Australia for seven years.  

 

Frederick:   You escaped? 

 

Samuel:  I couldn’t stand the heat; I jest! My wife and child are here in England; they 

need me. Give me a fresh start, and I’ll tell you what I know!  

 

Frederick:   Why did you steal the pig? 

 

Samuel:   We were hungry; it was in the woods.  

 

Frederick:   You thought it was a wild pig? 

    

Samuel:  It was more like a small boar. I thought it might belong to someone; but that 

they wouldn’t be needing it awhile 
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Frederick:   Why should you think that? 

 

Samuel:  Because it was in July. There wasn’t an R in the month. Never eat pork 

unless there’s an R in the month. 

 

Frederick:   But you took it all the same? 

 

Samuel:  As I said, we were hungry. My wife was ill. I was a framework knitter, but 

the mills have taken the work from our cottages.  

 

Frederick:   And you were discovered with the pig? 

 

Samuel:  I tried salting the pork, but it had gone off in three days. It was the smell that 

led the constable to our cottage. It wasn’t worth all the trouble. (He goes and 

looks at diagrams on table). These diagrams aren’t how the brothers in Van 

Diemens land had it at all. 

 

Frederick:  Are they not? - And you’re asking me for employment in exchange for help 

and information? 

 

Samuel:   I’m good with machines, and I’ve a quick brain.  

 

Frederick:   I can see that, by the way you have escaped and stowed away.  

 

Samuel:  I was loaded in Sydney with the fruit. I thought I could live off it, and indeed 

I did for a while. I even ate the rotting stuff until I could stand it no more. I 

drank water from an old barrel on deck, and threw out the drowned rats. 

 

Frederick:   And then?  
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Samuel:   I crept out at night and took what the passengers had thrown away.  

 

Frederick:   They are commendable qualities of endurance, but from an employer’s point 

of view, they are not what I’d expect at an interview.  

 

Samuel:  You won’t regret it! I have everything to lose, and you have everything to 

gain from it.  

 

Frederick:  I’m a law-abiding Godfearing man. My father is a well-respected figure in 

my home town. In one day, I’ve lost my job, had my dreams crushed, and am 

contemplating harbouring an escaped convict. There are probably penalties 

for such things. (interrupted). 

 

Samuel:   When do we start? 

 

Frederick:  (Hesitates then decisive) From the moment we step onto the coach in the 

morning, we will never refer to your past again.  

 

Samuel:   From the morning I shall be reborn! 

 

Frederick:   I will get you a set of clothes. Get changed for pity’s sake, before I pass out!  

 

(Exits holding diagrams. Samuel exits after him. Maids enter & remove 

lamp from first table. Table is left in place for duration of play. The table 

containing jug, washbowl & towel is removed. Maid holds up dirty towel 

and shows to the other, tuts. Both/all exit.) 

 

 

  



Scene 3 – The Bank 

 

(In front of curtain. Lights up. Mr Montague enters briskly with 

documents & sits behind table. He peruses documents.  SFX. Knock at 

door.) 

 

Mr Montague:  Enter. 

 

Frederick:   (Small bow) Good morning Mr Montague, I am Frederick Newbold.  

 

Mr Montague:  Mr Newbold. (Stands and they shake hands. Indicates spare chair.) 

 

(Frederick sits)  

 

Mr Montague:  (Taps documents) It’s a lot of money for an infant foray. Our bank is not a 

milk cow, it is owned by shareholders, who expect to profit from their 

investment. We lend wisely, and invest wisely. New ventures are generally 

not good investments. 

 

Frederick:  The development of my refrigerator for shipping will be the jam of my 

enterprise. It is the bread and butter work, of the iron castings for gas lamps, 

the gates, water tanks and guttering that will pay back the loan.  

 

Mr Montague:  (Looking at document) Hmm. Without bread and butter work, there would 

be no financial basis for the jam you understand. I learn from your uncle that 

your recent foray into the world of food refrigeration for shipping was a 

disaster? 

 

Frederick:  I intend to pay back my uncle back every penny, and to use that experience 

fruitfully. 

 

Mr Montague:  That is perhaps an unfortunate expression sir, considering the circumstances. 

 

Frederick:  Indeed. - Most inventors fail at their first attempt sir. How else does one 

learn, except from one’s own, and other people’s mistakes? Before the great 

machines, and the mills that power them came into being, we could only 

clothe ourselves from our cottages. My ambition is to do the same with fresh 

food; and particularly meat. We live from hand to mouth with fresh food, and 

are susceptible to disasters from the heavens. The world should be our pantry, 

and ours, the worlds.  

 

Mr Montague:  A pretty speech. - Britain has the potential to be the great power house of the 

world, and it is our policy to prudently support the development of machinery 

for the modern age. My great grandfather made Richard Arkwright the cotton 

giant his first loan. Earlier he invested in the Reverend Lee, of the stocking 

frame. His sweetheart ran a ladies’ spinning group. It is rumoured he 

invented the stocking frame out of spite, when she threw him over. 

 

Frederick:  Perhaps the Reverend Lee observed how slowly the ladies worked at their 

spinning, and how much more economically viable it could be if the design 

of the equipment was advanced? 

 

Mr Montague:  On the contrary my boy, never cross a Reverend; they have God’s ear! I have 

made the decision to back your infant project, on the condition that the bread 

and butter work pays back the loan. (Business-like) Now then, to business, 



you’ll need workers, and there’s a housing shortage, so build houses near the 

factory. Provide a piece of garden to grow vegetables, even a milk cow, and 

they’re yours for life; and their sons, and their etcetera. I will see you in three 

months to see how you are faring.  

 

(Hands Frederick a business card. Frederick reads card) 

 

Mr Montague:  My tailor. A customer of ours. Manners, and the cut of his coat maketh man. 

Good morning. 

 

(Mr Montague & Frederick stand and shake hands.) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning. Thank you.  

 

(Frederick exits. Mr Montague exits with papers) 

 

 

  



Scene 4 – Board Room 

 

(Front of curtain.  Frederick enters with a list and diagrams. Sits at table 

looking at a list of names. SFX. Knock at door.) 

 

Frederick:   Come. 

 

(Timothy Taylor enters and takes off cap)  

 

Frederick:   (Looks up) Good afternoon. Name? 

 

Timothy:  You’re Mr. Newbold sir. 

 

Frederick:   (Surprised) Do you think I don’t know that? 

 

Timothy:  Some test you; they say, if you don’t know who I am, why should I bother 

with the likes of you? I’m Timothy Taylor. 

 

Frederick:  Well Mr Taylor, I can see that you’re a stickler for detail; and detail in 

workmanship matters. We can use men like you. You will have one month’s 

trial. Go and see my foreman, Mr Cooper. Ask the next applicant to come in.  

 

Timothy:   Thank you sir.  
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(Timothy exits. Dan Carter enters and takes off cap)  

 

Frederick:   Good afternoon. Name?  

 

Dan:    You’re Mr. Newbold sir. 

 

Frederick:  And you’re quick on the uptake Mr Carter; one month’s trial. Go and see the 

accommodation secretary. 

 

Dan:    Who’s that sir? 

 

Frederick:   Him, the last one, Timothy Taylor. 

 

Dan:    Thank you sir.  

 

Frederick:  Tell the men outside that we have enough workers for now. When we need 

more, we will post a list on the gas lamp outside.  

 

Dan:     Yes sir. Thank you, sir. (Exits)  

 

Samuel:   (Enters) You said you wanted to go through the design Mr. Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   Ah yes, indeed.  

 

(Frederick & Samuel cross to other table and peruse diagrams.) 
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Frederick:  So, inside the casing and the lining, pipes led to a pump, but what energised 

the pump? 

 

Samuel:  (Explains) The brothers had a wood turbine engine on board the boat. They’d 

planned it for months; they’d been sent out earlier than me, see? They’d gone 

from winter here, with the ground frozen and not a peck to eat, to a land 

overflowing with summer and milk and honey, and meat.  If they could get 

some of it back without it going the way of all flesh, they’d be made for life, 

if they weren’t caught.  

 

Frederick:   But you say you don’t know how far they got along the journey? 

 

Samuel:   That’s right. 

 

Frederick:   They could have sank to the bottom of the ocean five miles out? 

 

Samuel:   Yes 

 

Frederick:  Hmm - I can see problems with their design, similar to my own flaws. We 

must experiment; we’ll make a prototype. If the food can be got back, the 

British trains will deliver it round the kingdom like mighty arteries and veins. 

It will remove the shadow of starvation from the land forever. If a crop fails, 

send to South Africa. If there is a calamity and the harvest is spoiled, send to 

Australia.  

 

Samuel:  The Irish starved when the potatoes failed in the Great Famine. My wife’s 

parents came across the sea from Ireland in 1845. She was but a nipper. 

 

Frederick:  That was the fault of the politicians! It is said the landowners should have 

stopped exporting the potatoes, when the people were starving. No-one needs 

starve in a well-run world.  

 

Samuel:   It ain’t very well run in parts though Mr Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   We can only do what we can. Have you tracked down your wife and child? 

 

Samuel:  I got word to my wife’s parents, my wife is with them now, but the child had 

to remain in the workhouse. Her parents are poor people; they couldn’t feed 

an extra mouth, and a hungry one at that. She visits it regularly. 

 

Frederick:   You can claim it back? 

 

Samuel:  Yes, if I can rent one of the houses you’re building, we can be together at 

last.  

 

Frederick:  If the child is over school leaving age, he can work here. If he is under, he 

had better be instructed in reading and writing, for that is the way ahead, 

education! We must look for a master to come in for an hour every day, for 

there will be other children. 

 

Samuel:   What if the child is a girl Mr. Newbold? 

 

Frederick:  Well, a girl should have the same opportunity. It is pleasant to be read to by a 

female voice. When she is old enough, she can go into service! 

 



(Frederick & Samuel exit) 

 

 

  



Scene 5 – The Tailors 

 

 

(Front of curtain. Mr Abrahams enters with a tape measure around his 

neck, and a piece of chalk behind his ear. He carries a length of fabric 

and a brown paper parcel. He puts down the fabric and parcel on one 

table, arranging them tastefully. SFX. Tinkling of shop doorbell) 

 

Frederick:  Good morning Mr Abrahams. I was passing and thought I’d call and see if 

my pattens have arrived. The trousers fit admirably. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning to you Mr Newbold! A bright brisk morning. I’m expecting 

them tomorrow, and I will deliver them personally! After you’d gone, I 

thought, the legs! The legs will be quite ruined in the winter!  

 

Frederick:   The legs?  

 

Mr Abrahams:  When you get your pattens, you will need protection for your lower legs, for 

the ground here is like a mire between November and April!  I sometimes say 

to my customers, just for jest, that they should go back to the Roman way of 

attire; they were here for four centuries you know - the toga. Or Mr Newbold, 

I could put in a stud, very small mind, at the front and back, and make your 

leg protectors of the very same material, now what do - 

 

(SFX. Tinkling of shop doorbell. Polly Staythorpe enters) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Miss Staythorpe.  Good afternoon. (To Frederick) Would you excuse me for 

a moment please? The young lady has just called to collect a parcel.  

 

(Abrahams hands Polly Staythorpe the parcel)  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Here we are. It is well bound for safety. 

 

Polly:    Thank you.  Please put it onto our account.  Good day. (Exits) 

 

(SFX. Tinkling of shop bell) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  The Reverend Staythorpe’s - er undergarments.  He will not tolerate the  

servant girl collecting them. 

 

Frederick:   That was his daughter? 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Miss Polly. She is her father’s daughter. Now, tell me, what do you think 

about leg protectors Mr Newbold? 

 

Frederick:  Yes, I will take your advice about the leg protectors and look forward to 

receiving the pattens. Good day Mr Abrahams.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good day Mr Newbold. 

 

(Frederick exits. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Mr Abrahams exits 

cheerily with length of material. Polly enters. Frederick enters and 

hurries to catch up to Polly.)  

 

 



 

Frederick:  (Sweeps off his hat.) Miss Staythorpe. Might I offer you a ride? My carriage 

is nearby. The parcel looks heavy.  Excuse me for not introducing myself 

earlier, I am Frederick Newbold.  

 

Polly:    Mr Newbold of the Union Foundry? 

 

Frederick:   The very same. At your service. 

 

Polly:  Sometimes, when I look down the hill on a late afternoon, dark shadows 

prance on the foundry walls and flames leap. Some of the shadows are small 

like goblins, and some huge like black thunderous clouds rolling past. There 

is clanking and groaning; it resembles a scene from hell! 

 

Frederick:  (Taken aback) You must visit us one day, for the goblins are my workers 

and the black clouds ironwork. I aim to enlighten my workforce. One day I 

will have a recreation room, where men may go and read books to improve 

their minds, and teachers will come and talk about the different countries of 

the world and the wonders of the universe. 

 

Polly:  Will the wonders of the universe involve making sun in winter or snow in 

summer? - or mixing the fruits of all the seasons, and sending them upon us 

like a giant avalanche?   

 

Frederick:  (Defensive) You are misinformed about what I’m doing madam. I can’t 

imagine where you have heard that from. 
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Polly:    The Advertiser was wrong when they described your activities? 

 

Frederick:  I liken it more to feeding the world. The population is covering the land.  

Food needs to be more than hand to mouth. 

 

Polly:  (Reprimands) That’s what the farmers will be, living hand to mouth. My 

father’s parish has many small farms, and he says you will take the bread out 

of their mouths if you succeed. How can they compete in price or size with 

shiploads of foreign goods foisted upon us; pray God you fail or they may 

starve in the land of plenty!  

 

(Polly hurries off and exits)  

 

Frederick:   Good afternoon to –  

 

(Frederick Sighs then exits.) 
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Scene 6 – The Works 

 

(The backdrop is of cottages and a factory; or symbols of. There is a 

small open ‘office’ area with a small table and two simple chairs. 

Possibly a small cabinet or desk. SFX. Banging, clattering of iron, 

roaring of furnace. Frederick enters main area with diagrams. Samuel 

enters main area)  

 

Frederick:  (Looking at diagram) The pipes must have carried a cooler, a solution that 

would take the heat from food and then be cooled itself. The ice has to be 

mechanically fed on such a long voyage. Did you know that the ancient 

Greeks and Romans had cold stores Samuel? They dug pits and lined them 

with wood and straw, then went into the mountains and gathered ice. 

 

Samuel:  Now and then, they threw salt on the ice and the evaporation caused more 

freezing, and it lasted months. 

 

Frederick:   You knew already? 

 

Samuel:   Yes, you told me last week.  

 

Frederick:  Did I? I eat, breathe and sleep ice Samuel. It’s like an illness; a kind of 

madness with me. In my dreams I open cabinets that creak and crack with 

ice. Inside it shines blue and winks with stars, and the food stands like objects 

left on top of a pond in winter. 

 

Samuel:  How would food taste, when it had melted? Would it all be soft like a melted 

icicle?  I left a carrot on the sill one freezing night, and when the sun came 

out next day it bled orange. 

 

Frederick:  Some things will last better in ice and some in cold, we must find that out; 

but all will be edible. You ate your carrot? 

 

Samuel:   We ate its flesh and we drank its blood.  

 

(Dan enters)  

 

Frederick:   Yes Dan?  

 

Dan:    Can I talk to you about the vacancies? 

 

Samuel:   Excuse me, I’ll get back to work Mr Newbold.  

 

(Samuel exits) 

 

Frederick:   Well, what is it for today Dan? Storeman, furnace worker, fitter?  

 

Dan:    You said you wanted a master sir, to learn the children. 

 

Frederick:   Ah, yes indeed. Send them up to the office one at a time 

 

Dan:    There’s only two come sir. 

 

Frederick:   Well they can still come one at a time can’t they? 

 



Dan:    I’ll send the first one along.  

 

(Dan exits. Frederick goes into his open ‘office’ area)  

 

Dan:    (Offstage) Will you go in please. 

 

(Obediah enters) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning. Name? 

 

Obediah:   The name’s Kirkculdy - Obediah Kirculdy. 

 

Frederick:   And what experience have you in teaching Mr Kirkuldy? 

 

Obediah:  (Proudly) For forty years I’ve taught the children of the ruling aristocracies 

of Europe. I trained at Miss Stringer’s Academia in Fife. Go to any household 

where I’ve been master and ask them to recite their tables backwards; ask 

them to spell rhinoceros! I’ll show you my certificates from Mr. Erasmus 

Pole’s course on intricate calculus – hold my cane.  

 

(Obediah hands his cane to Frederick who takes it. Obediah fishes in his 

coat pocket for certificates and shows them to Frederick.) 

 

Frederick:  (Frederick peruses certificates.) Mmm very admirable. (Suddenly aware 

of the cane he is holding. Holds it up.) What is this? 

 

Obediah:  That is my stick. It has caned the backsides of the cream of British society! It 

is a switch of white hazel. It has hung in classrooms, where the ceilings are 

frescoed with pink cherubins and golden rose bosses. It has (interrupted) 

 

Frederick:  (Worried) Mr Kirkculddy, we have no cherubins here, and some of our 

pupils will no doubt be grown men come to educate themselves in their spare 

time. You would not thrash a grown man because he could not spell 

rhinoceros? 

 

Obediah:  Any learning has to be associated with pain; it is the only way to remember! I 

rue the day they stopped beating the boys on the boundaries. Today the 

churchwardens give the boys buns on boundary day to remember, but at one 

time they would thrash them first, and then give them buns. The enclosures 

have made them lazy; they count hedges, but what if a hedge dies or another 

hedge is added, answer me that! It adds pounds to the parish workhouse bill, 

that’s what it does (interrupted)   

 

Frederick:  Thank you Mr. Kirkuldy for coming, but I think you are too smart for our 

poor soot stained wits, and thin trousers. Best continue with the weightier 

backsides of Europe. (Hands him back his stick). 

 

(Obediah exits) 

 

Dan:    (Offstage) Will you go in please. 

 

(Polly enters)  

 

Frederick:   (Stands) Miss Staythorpe! Good morning. 

 



Polly:  (Business-like) Good morning Mr Newbold. You are looking for a teacher to 

teach rudimentary English and Arithmetic? 

 

Frederick:   (Indicates spare chair) Please sit.  

 

Polly:    I prefer to stand. 

 

Frederick:  (Frederick too stands) Er, Miss Staythorpe - does your father rue the day 

they stopped beating boys on the boundary? 

 

Polly:    Spare the rod and spoil the child. 

 

(Frederick sighs, disappointed.) 

 

Polly:    - That is what my father says. I am not necessarily of the same opinion. 

 

Frederick:   Are you not? I was of the impression, that you were just of the same opinion. 

 

Polly:  Am I allowed an opinion then? Should a woman not echo her father’s or 

husband’s thoughts, even though they are a separate entity? 
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Frederick:  (Sincerely) They should support their thoughtful and considered opinion. But 

they may have their own personal view, that they naturally, out of respect to 

the head of the household - keep private – er anyway - you have come no 

doubt with news of a suitable schoolmaster, firm but fair?  

 

Polly:    I know only of a teacher of the pianoforte and dance. 

 

Frederick:  I do not intend to pay for my employees to learn the piano or dance. If they 

wish to learn they can pay out of their own pockets, and in their own time.  

 

Polly:  I myself had a good home education. I could pass on my skills to those in 

need of betterment. And I would beat no-one. Those who can’t understand, 

need help, and not beating. 

  

Frederick:   That is good. - But you are against what we do here? I am puzzled. 

 

Polly:    Sometimes one has to enter the realms of hell to save the souls inside. 

 

Frederick:  (Business-like) I see. You start on Monday. There is no schoolroom built as 

yet. I will have a small room at the end of the factory made ready for you. All 

I ask is that you keep the Lord’s business to the minimum, and remember that 

the devil pays your wages. 

 

Polly:    Thank you. Good morning. (Exits) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning. (Exits)  
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Scene 7 – The Works  

 

 

(SFX. Hammering, foundry noises, then quiet. LIGHTS DIM. Frederick 

enters ‘office area’ with lit lamp and sheath of papers. Reads a little. 

Nods off over table. SFX. Cock crow indicating that a night has passed. 

Light still dim but lighter. Birdsong. SFX. Knock at office door) 

 

Samuel:  I could have sworn you’d gone home Mr. Newbold. I thought I’d left the 

lamp burning all night!  

 

Frederick:   (Yawns) I couldn’t sleep. Nearly morning. 

 

Samuel:   A new day. 

 

Frederick:   But it is not ours alone Samuel. 

 

Samuel:   Nor should it be Mr. Newbold. 

 

Frederick:  (Taps papers) I’ve been catching up on papers from the Institute. There are 

others awake and going about the same business, in this dawn of 

refrigeration. Engineers from all parts working on the same problems. If we 

do not overtake them, it will be their machinery travelling on the ships, 

bringing home the earth’s bounties, while we Samuel will be stuck with our 

iron guttering, catching the rainwater running off the town roofs.  

 

Samuel:   We’re giving it all the time we can outside our normal work. 

 

Frederick:  Get new workers; put a notice up on the gas lamp. It’s a race and I intend 

being amongst the frontrunners. I want the men of Tyneside - Wright, 

Grainger, Captain Wilks, to remember my name with every ship that docks 

there!  

 

Samuel:  (Persuasive) We’re doing nicely for normal orders Mr. Newbold. Bridges are 

going well, the railway’s always wanting foot bridges. There’s scope for 

some nice fancy work there. Couldn’t you transfer your affections to – 

(interrupted) 

 

Frederick:   (Inflamed) Be damned to bridges!  Burn them!  Get me a tank of ammonia!  

 

(Samuel exits. Frederick turns out lamp. Stretches. Walks out past the 

backdrop or symbols of the factory and cottages. SFX. As if made by a 

parrot: The first line or two of a popular ballad is squawked from a 

cottage. Timothy enters carrying a cooking pot) 

 

Timothy:  Good morning Mr. Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   Good morning Timothy. Is that a parrot you’ve got in your cottage? 

 

Timothy:  Yes, it’s a bright thing, and a good age. It belonged to my Uncle Silas who 

was a seafaring man. He brought it back from foreign climes. It’s outlived my 

uncle.  

 

Frederick:   A most amusing song.  

 



Timothy:  That’s his best turn. He knows others that shouldn’t be repeated in polite 

company.  

 

(Frederick & Timothy walk a little in tandem. SFX. A verse of two of a 

ribald song is sung loudly by a young female voice.) 

 

Timothy:  That’s one of its songs! In broad daylight and all! That sounds like - well 

never mind -  

 

Frederick:   That’s not the parrot? 

 

Timothy:  Certainly not! The wife throws a cloth over his cage if he starts up with his 

saucy singing! Mind you, there’s those who encourage him for a laugh! 

 

Frederick:   It was a young person singing was it not? 

 

(SFX. Slamming of door somewhere. Frederick looks around puzzled) 

 

Timothy:   (Deliberately vague) It did sound like it. 

 

Frederick:   How are the married men settling in their cottages? 

 

Timothy:  They’re very happy, and they say the rent is fair. A lot of the men have come 

from agriculture, and they relish the allotments. It helps their wages go 

further. The single men sometimes ask about accommodation. 
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Frederick:  It is easy for them to find nearby lodging is it not? I cannot provide for 

everyone. 

 

Timothy:  With all the other factories being built roundabouts by the other companies, 

there is becoming a shortage. 

 

Frederick:  Well, perhaps we shall consider a dormitory for the unmarried men? But 

there must be no ribaldry or drunkenness. I don’t want the name of Newbold 

Foundry besmirching; drunken behaviour spreads into daytime slovenliness.  

 

Timothy:   Could the unmarried men have a cookhouse, and a few allotments? 

 

Frederick:   What men cook?  

 

(Mrs Taylor enters) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning Mrs Taylor. 

 

Mrs Taylor:  Good morning Mr Newbold. I was just coming to see where our Tim had got 

to with the cooking pot. (Turns to leave.) 

 

Frederick:  Don’t go Mrs Taylor. We were discussing victuals for the unmarried men, if 

we should build a dormitory later.  
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Timothy:  (To wife) Perhaps, those with wives, could have the single men for dinner, 

for a small payment. It would help both ways? What do you think about that 

Annie? 

  

Mrs Taylor:  I don’t see why not. You’d have to ask the other wives too. But it’s as easy 

for me to cook for half a dozen as for three or four. They’d have to buy their 

own plate, knife, fork and spoon. 

 

Frederick:  That sounds reasonable. I knew you were the right man for the job Timothy! 

You’ve ideas sprouting from your ears! 

 

Timothy:  Well I’ll get on with my domestic job, and fill the cooking pot with water 

from the well.  

 

Mrs Taylor:  I’d do it now, give it me. I want to get some oats started on the grate for a stir 

about. You get on with your work. 

 

(Timothy transfers cooking pot to his wife. Mrs Taylor turns to leave) 

 

Frederick:  Wait a minute Mrs Taylor; tell me, do you have a joint of meat on a Sunday 

sometimes? 

 

Mrs Taylor:   Ooh it’s expensive Mr Newbold. We can’t have it ever so often.  

 

Frederick:  When my machine for food preservation in shipping comes into being, you 

shall both have it more often, for it will be a deal cheaper, being more 

plentiful. 

 

Timothy:   That will be something to look forwards to.  

 

(Timothy exits) 

 

Mrs Taylor:   It will be a rare treat for us Mr Newbold.  

 

(Mrs Taylor exits. Polly enters discretely carrying an old empty drink 

bottle from schoolroom.) 

 

Frederick: (Surprised) You are not usually here on a Saturday? The children are not 

about yet.  

 

Polly:    May I have a word, in private. 

 

Frederick:   Come to the office.  

 

(Polly & Frederick walk to the ‘office’) 

 

Polly:  It is on a matter of utmost sensitivity that I come. It is about one of my pupils, 

the daughter of your foreman 

 

Frederick:   Samuel’s daughter, Amy - Emily -  

 

Polly:  Amelia. I don’t quite know how to say this, but she is in the habit of drinking. 

(Holds out drinks bottle.) 

 



Frederick:  (Sniffs bottle and blinks) But she is still a child! -- Ah, that might have been 

her I heard singing this morning! 

 

Polly:    The Lord’s praises’, I hope? 

 

Frederick:   The Lord’s praises’, in as much as he has given her a voice! 

 

Polly:    She says drink is a taste she acquired when she was in the workhouse.  

 

Frederick:  The children are separated from the adults there, the women from the men, 

and girls from boys. How did she obtain drink? 

 

Polly:  She says the tramps had it in the night shelter, and she used to climb from the 

window and join them in singing and drinking! 

 

Frederick:   Well, there’s ingenuity! 

 

Polly:    I hardly expected that response from you! 

 

Frederick:   Rebelliousness is perhaps a better word. 

 

Polly:  That is a better word, for she is rebellious in other ways. She says she does 

not want to go into service when she has finished her education.  

 

Frederick:   She wants to be a leech on her family? 

 

Polly:    She wants to be an engineer! 

 

Frederick:  (Laughs) Now I know she drinks! I will have a word with Samuel. Alcohol 

makes a bad master. How goes it in other ways?  Do you have everything you 

need; sufficient chairs - chalk? 

 

Polly:  Some of the children are very thin. They have water from the well of course, 

but I wonder if a small drink of milk could be managed once a week? The 

boys would be stronger to go into your employ (interrupted) 

 

Frederick:  Miss Staythorpe, we are the only employer in the vicinity with a schoolroom 

and teacher; pray do not add wet nurse to that list. 

 

Polly:    Of course, you are too good already, forgive me. 

 

Frederick:   (Hesitantly) I shall - consider the matter. 

 

Polly:    You will? Thank you! 

 

Frederick:   Tell me -  

 

Polly:    Yes? 

 

Frederick:   - It is of no importance, good day. 

 

Polly:    Good day. 

 

(Frederick & Polly exit. SFX. Hammering, clattering, bellowing of 

furnace. Noises stop. Quiet. Lights down.) 



Scene 8 – The Works  

 

(A door in the backdrop, opening into a large cube, possibly constructed 

of polythene, could be pulled out. Maybe even something like an old 

domestic fridge. SFX. Birdsong to indicate new day. Lights up. Samuel & 

Frederick enter) 

 

Samuel:   I have a feeling this time, and today, Mr. Newbold.  

 

Frederick:  It is like a giant’s larder. Miss Staythorpe would likely say it is Pandora’s 

box, waiting to release all the evils of the world! I hardly dare look. 

 

Samuel:   That’s harsh of Miss Staythorpe. I’ll open the door.  

 

Samuel:   (Hauls door open with effort) The shelves are colder than any thrawl. 

 

Frederick:  (Coughs) The ammonia is strong is it not? But one cannot have industry, 

without evidence of its means of production. There is a mist, like comes 

down the mountains in the Alps. It is so cold.  I feel the need of an overcoat.  

 

Samuel:   It’s just like stepping into winter. 
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Frederick:  The iron gives it a blue air. There is the meat we hung last night.  They are 

like mighty cocoons.   

 

Samuel:   They’re stiff with cold Mr. Newbold! 

 

Frederick:  Hard and stiff like iron itself. They burn the hand to touch. Samuel - they are 

frozen! The mighty joints sleep! They are frozen solid - - (laughs) we’ve 

done it. We have frozen meat!  

 

Samuel:   They’ll last now, until they are taken out and woken! 

 

Frederick:   They will last from Australia and South Africa -  

 

Samuel:   From Dominica and - 

 

Frederick:   New Zealand - 

 

Samuel:   And back again!  

 

(Frederick & Samuel re-emerge from the ice pantry, and dance around 

in a delighted jig) 

 

Frederick:  We will begin full trials next week; our machines must make their maiden 

voyage soon. Come Samuel, a drink, I’ve a fine porter, it has aged well since 

it was bought, and today is Sunday, and no work!  

 

Samuel:   I wouldn’t say no Mr Newbold.  
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(Frederick exits quickly and returns with bottle and 2 glasses. Opens 

bottle and pours drink into glasses. Hands Samuel a glass and clinks it 

with his own.) 

 

Frederick:   To ice Samuel! 

 

Samuel:   To ice Mr. Newbold! 

 

Frederick:   And to Sunday joints upon the table! 

 

Samuel:   I’ll drink to that! 

 

(Frederick & Samuel sit at chairs in office, laughing and drinking. They 

do not see arrivals. They drink quietly and are unnoticed by arrivals. 

They refill glasses. SFX. Approaching horse shoes.) 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (Offstage to horse) Woah there Noah. 

 

(Polly enters on opposite side of stage to where Samuel & Frederick are. 

They do not see her, or her them. Rev. Staythorpe enters) 

 

Polly:  Shall I go and collect the children? There are only six of them and they are 

quite small. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  The Lord does not mind their size. 

 

Polly:  They were so excited on Friday about being collected for Sunday School in 

the horse and cart. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  I will accompany you, and ask the parents if they would like to walk behind. 

Mr. Newbold is lacking in his duty as an employer, by not insisting they 

come to Sunday service! 

 

Polly:    He is very busy.  

Rev. Staythorpe:  God is busier!     

(Frederick & Samuel start singing a light ballad of the day) 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Who is that disturbing the peace on the Sabbath? It’s coming from that office 

over there. ‘Six days shalt thou labour, and do all thy work, but the seventh 

day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it thou shalt not do any work, nor 

thy son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle, 

nor thy stranger that is within thy gates.’ Exodus 20, verses 9-11. They would 

be better served saving their breath for church -  

 

Polly:    That is curious. There is no work done on Sundays.  

 

(Frederick & Samuel they have not seen Polly. Suddenly the song 

changes to the saucy song sung by Samuel’s daughter earlier.) 

 

Polly:    Oh, oh, close your ears Father! 

 

(Frederick & Samuel sing saucy song heartily.) 



 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (Outraged) Stay there Polly! Do not move! The scoundrels!  Besmirching 

the Lord’s Day with with -  (Strides to ‘office’) Stop that you, 

ne’er’do’wells. I will inform Mr. Newbold of this! Not that he can take much 

interest in what goes on around here to allow this. Stand up and I’ll 

horsewhip you both myself. 

 

Samuel:   (Looks up) Mr. Newbold - there’ssh a face. 

 

Frederick:   (Eyes closed) Who ish? 

 

Samuel:   Ish vicar!  

 

Frederick:  (Opens eyes and tries to stand up from table). Goo’ mornin’. V’ry please’ 

to mee’ (sits down again) yo’.   

  

Rev Staythorpe:  (Stands staring in disgust) Polly, fetch the children immediately. There will 

be an additional sermon about the demons of drink! (Quotes) ‘And do not get 

drunk with wine, for that is dissipation, but be filled with the Spirit’. 

Ephesians chapter 5, line 18! 

 

Polly:  Father, please go and wait in the cart; I’ll collect the children. (Hurries 

offstage)  

 

(Rev Staythorpe exits with backward look of disapproval.) 

 

Samuel:   (Laughs) Tha’ wass box Mr Newbol’, Pandora’s box! 

 

Frederick:  (Succeeds in standing up) Come’ Samue’ letsh get you home for dinner. I 

hope you’ wife -  

 

Samuel:   (Manages to stand) I’ll blame you, Missur Newbol’. 

 

(Frederick & Samuel link arms and stagger off together.) 

 

 

  



Scene 9 – The Vicarage 

 

(The Vicarage is in the separate area of stage: Rev. Staythorpe enters 

reading a letter. Polly enters.) 

 

Polly:    Good morning Father. Is anything wrong? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  The boy has been with the post.  He has written to apologise. 

 

Polly:    Who? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  The devil - Newbold. 

 

Polly:    He has written to you? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  He has the affront to address the letter to you. 

 

Polly:    Then it is mine. May I see it? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  I will not allow it to contaminate you. If your poor dear mother were alive, 

she would agree. 

 

Polly:    What does he say? 
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Rev. Staythorpe:  He says, amongst other things, that he has broken with nature. The works are 

to begin trials of the Newbold Refrigerator.  It is the beginning of the end for 

our farmers. You see how it is with the cotton industry already with the 

foreign stuff coming in? 

 

Polly:    Does it say anything else? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  He tries to excuse his drunken behaviour by saying they were celebrating the 

success of their aberration of a machine. If you can bear to think of it Polly, 

who was the other man carousing with Newbold? His face looked strangely 

familiar to me. Older, but familiar. 

 

Polly:    That would be Samuel Cooper, his foreman.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Cooper. Cooper. Samuel Cooper. There was a man of that name in our last 

parish.  

 

Polly:    Possibly he moved for employment. He has a wife and child. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  And is the child of school age? 

 

Polly:    The child is one that I teach. Why do you ask? 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  There was a man, who looked like this man of the same name, Cooper, 

transported to Australia for stealing. He should still be in Australia. 
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Polly:  Well, why shouldn’t he still be father? This man I’m sure simply shares a 

common name.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  But, don’t you see, if it is the same man, he is an escaped convict that 

Newbold has brought into service! The authorities should be alerted. He 

should be removed. And I’m sure there is a severe penalty for harbouring 

criminals. I recall the thief’s wife was named Sarah. What is the child’s 

name? 

 

Polly:  The child, what has she done wrong that she should lose a father? The 

Samuel Cooper I see is a decent man.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  A man who is drunk on the Sabbath? Are you defending him?  

 

Polly:    Not for drinking. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Tell me the name of the child. 

 

Polly:    Rose. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  I shall go and write a letter. This is a blessing sent to us in disguise to save us 

all! The farmers could not withstand an onslaught of foreign foods landing on 

our doorstep. And to wish for apples in spring and summer, is to worship at 

the feet of greed and mammon. Autumn is our harvest festival and autumn it 

should stay. (Sings to Polly) ‘We plough the fields and scatter, the good seed 

on the land, but it is fed and watered by God’s Almighty hand; he sends the 

snow in winter, the warmth to swell the grain, the breezes and the sunshine 

and soft refreshing rain. All good gifts around us, are sent from heaven 

above, then thank the Lord, O thank the Lord for all his love.’ 

  

Polly:    I shall get ready for work. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  I forbid you to go back there! 

 

Polly:  I must father, for the children’s sake! As I said to Mr Newbold at the 

interview, one has to enter the mouth of hell, to save those souls inside. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  That is a fine sacrifice my dear; your poor mother would be proud of you. 

However, I insist that you take this week off, to make our objection clear. 

When you return, if you should see diagrams of the new machine, you must 

bring them home to me, and I will destroy them. Regard them as drawn by 

Satan’s hand. 

 

Polly:    I will keep watch. 

 

(Rev. Staythorpe & Polly exit)  

 

 

  



Scene 10 – The Tailors 

 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Mr Abrahams enters with a brown 

paper parcel, a tape measure around neck and lengths of fabric. He puts 

these down on the table. SFX. Tinkling of shop doorbell.) 

 

Frederick:  (Enters) Good morning. I was passing, and thought to collect my gaiters. 

They are ready? 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning Mr Newbold. Yes indeed! I have them parcelled ready for 

you.  

 

(Hands over parcel) 

 

Frederick:   Thank you. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  The last time you were here, after you’d gone, I thought a cloak!  

 

Frederick:   A cloak? 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Yes. When the wind sweeps down from the hills with its icy teeth, a cloak to 

wrap around is the very thing. You have a fine figure if you don’t mind me 

saying so Mr Newbold, and a cloak accentuates a man’s figure so. 

 

Frederick:   I hadn’t considered a cloak. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Oh yes. Lined of course for warmth. For refrigeration must be chilly work. 

 

Frederick:   You have heard of our refrigeration trials? 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Well, if you don’t mind me saying so Mr Newbold, it is quite on everybody’s 

lips. Not all are for it of course. It depends upon their livelihood. I don’t go in 

for tittle tattle, but Reverend Staythorpe is dead against it. And the farmers 

are up in arms. I believe the Reverend preached a sermon about it quite 

recently. Any new invention brings an outcry, look at Mr Stevenson’s steam 

engine, and look where we are now with it. Where would we be without 

trains?  Mind you there are those who think the speed and rattling cause 

nervous anxiety and insanity. But we are getting off the subject of a cloak.  

 

Frederick:   We’d be back to shifting goods on the canals, and the horse and wagon.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Indeed we would Mr Newthorpe, not that they are not quite fine in their way, 

but slow for business, but we are straying away from the cloak.  

 

Frederick:  I do like the idea of a cloak. It wouldn’t be used at work of course, but 

coming and going to my lodging. I have an appointment to see my banker 

soon. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Oh, a cloak would make an excellent impression Mr Newbold! Not too flashy 

of course, modest, and sober, but smart. Bankers always note what a man is 

wearing. The cut of the cloth is the cut of the man. Allow me to take your 

measurements. (Takes measurements with tape measure.) I will have it 

made up for you, and send you a letter when it is ready. (Turns away and 

coughs) Please excuse me Mr. Newbold; it’s the new gas works at 



Elmchurch. It makes me cough. Everywhere smells so strongly of it. I could 

quite keel over sometimes. But that’s progress for you.  

 

Frederick:  Thank you, good day Mr Abrahams. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good day Mr Newbold. 

 

(Frederick exits with parcel; coughs. SFX. Tinkling of shop doorbell as 

Frederick exits. Mr Abrahams exits with his props) 

 

 

  



Scene 11 – The Works. 

 

 

(SFX. Sounds of foundry. Polly enters. She looks around and quickly 

goes to Frederick’s ‘office’. She sees diagrams on desk, and rolls them 

up. She exits quickly with them. SFX. A loud squawk from the parrot - 

then a thud. Mrs Taylor emerges from backdrop of cottage with 

birdcage. She is fanning it with a tea towel.)  

 

Mrs Carter:  (Emerges from backdrop of cottages with a bucket. Talks to Mrs Taylor) 

I’m going for more water from the well. Our Dan got buckets in for the big 

wash today, but one of the kids tripped over a bucket, and I’ve got water all 

over, peg rugs, everything. It’s a good day for drying anyhow. (Looks into 

cage) What’s happened to your bird? 

 

Mrs Taylor:  (Stops fanning bird) He just keeled over. I’d changed his drinking water, 

and he had a drink of it, and fell off his perch. (Peers into cage) I think he’s 

passed over poor thing. He was only sixty and chatting away yesterday. 

Parrots usually go to a hundred. Our Tim will be upset, his Uncle Silas 

brought him back from foreign parts.  

 

Mrs Carter:  I wouldn’t be surprised if it isn’t the gas. Those new works at Elmchurch 

have got everybody coughing. Oh Lor’, or it might be the cholera!  

 

Mrs Carter:   It could be the gas, or the cholera then. 
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Mrs Taylor:   Or the typhus.  

 

Mrs Carter:   Oh Lor’! Or the typhus! 

 

Mrs Taylor:  I’ll let our Tim know when he comes home for his snap. He’ll see Mr 

Newbold or Mr Cooper, about it.  

 

(Looks in cage again, sighs, shakes head, and exits. Mrs Carter exits.  

Frederick enters and goes straight into ‘office’. Samuel enters)  

 

Frederick:  (Emerges worried from ‘office’) Samuel, have you seen the designs? 

They’re missing. 

 

Samuel:   Aren’t they on the desk where they usually are? 

 

Frederick:   No.  

 

Samuel:   Could they be by the refrigeration plant? 

 

Frederick:  That’s where I first looked; to check on the temperatures. I didn’t see them 

there. 

 

Samuel:  That’s odd! I’m sure they were there first thing. Mind you I get so used to 

seeing them on one table or the other. Are there copies? 
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Frederick:  No. I’m afraid not. Not of the updated version. The earlier ones yes, but I 

hadn’t got round to – foolish I know. 

 

Samuel:  You’ve been so busy Mr Newbold! Working day and night. We all have. This 

is serious isn’t it. 

 

Frederick:  Yes, it is; I can remember most of it, and so can you; but there are intricacies, 

amendments, improvements; everyday almost.   

 

Samuel:   Who can have taken them? The men don’t go into the office on their own.  

 

Frederick:   What new men have we taken on recently? 

 

Samuel:  You think one of them might be an industrial spy Mr Newbold? You hear of 

industrial spies, paid to steal plans. 

 

Frederick:  There is fierce competition in industry to be the first; to have the patent; to 

gain contracts. I do fear we might have a spy in our midst. 

 

Samuel:   There’s are many new workers. There is one though, a foreigner. 

 

Frederick:   French? 

 

Samuel:   No from the north. 

 

Frederick:   Iceland? 

 

Samuel:   Inverness. 

 

(Polly enters. She walks past, and then waits near office. Frederick 

momentarily distracted looking at her) 

 

Frederick:  A Scot. A Scot would be interested in freezing fish would he not? And there 

would be paymasters who would like to get their hands on the design. 

 

Samuel:   Shall I send for him? 

 

Frederick:  If he is still here. If he has the designs he may have disappeared. On the other 

hand, he may be waiting for an opportunity to pass them on. We must not 

alarm him! He may still have the plans! Do we know where he is lodging? 

We can surprise him there later, and search his room. Keep close watch on 

him. 

 

Samuel:   I’ll go now.  

 

(Samuel exits. Polly looks distressed)  

 

Frederick:   (Approaches her) I’m pleased to see you. You’ve kept away for a while.  

 

Polly:    I sent you a letter that I needed a few days off. 

 

Frederick:   Yes. You received my letter?  

 

Polly:    My father received your letter. 



 

Frederick:   It was not written to your father. 

 

Polly:    Father reads all correspondence. 

 

Frederick:   And you allow that? 

 

Polly:    Women have little rights. But that is not why I have come to see you. 

 

Frederick:   You accept my apology? 

 

Polly:    I accept it, but my father does not. 

 

Frederick:  I did not apologise to your father; perhaps though I should? He came to 

collect the children for church, and I fear received a rude welcome from me. 

 

 Polly:    You no doubt forgot yourselves.  

 

Frederick:   Yes. But we are men, and this is a workplace. 

 

Polly:    I have seen alcohol destroy men. 

 

Frederick:   As have I. 

 

Polly:    You were celebrating a victory I believe? 

 

Frederick:  We were, but you no doubt do not regard it as such. But we have been 

through all this; and we agree to disagree, and you no doubt come here on 

sufferance.  

 

Polly:    We argue. 

 

Frederick:   We do; but that is because we both feel passionately.  

 

Polly:    Yes; we go round in a circle. 

 

Frederick:   Perhaps that is because –  

 

Polly:    Yes? 

 

Frederick:   Because - anyway, you wanted to see me? 

 

Polly:  Yes. – I’m afraid that I owe you an apology. You must tell Samuel that it is 

not the new workman who has taken your designs – but myself! 

 

Frederick:   You’ve taken them? But why? Where are they? 

 

Polly:    - They are safe, in the schoolroom. 

 

Frederick:  The schoolroom! What do you think they are, for colouring, or copying the 

letters! 

 

Polly:    It was wrong of me. I do not blame you for being angry. 

 



Frederick:  I am angry and perplexed! What on earth did you think you were doing? You 

know they are the master copies of what makes these works tick! Why we 

have nearly fired an innocent man! 

 

Polly:  You may fire me, and I will not blame you – but you may be interested to 

know that Amelia was fascinated by them.  

 

Frederick:   Amelia? But they are not a child’s story book! 

 

Polly:    She found them as interesting as a story book. She is a strange child. 

 

Frederick:   They are in the schoolroom now? 
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Polly:  They are safe. I will go and fetch them. Please apologise to Samuel, and prey 

stop him questioning the man. I fear I have done him a great wrong. I will 

pack my things. 

 

Frederick:  Please do not go. It has been a good warning to me to keep them safely 

locked up. Industrial spies are everywhere. Thank God, it was a friend who 

took them, and not an enemy. 

 

Polly:    You regard me – as a friend? 

 

Frederick:   I - would like to think so. We will go and collect them.  

 

(Polly & Frederick exit) 
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Act 2  

Scene 1 – The Works 

(Samuel enters)  

 

Tim:    Is mester about? 

 

Samuel:   No; is there a problem with the refrigeration Tim? 

 

   (Tim enters)  

 

Tim:  No, that’s going on fine; but Mr Cooper, we’ve got trouble with gas. The 

waste has gone into the wells.  We gave the parrot the water to drink, and 

now he’s dead. Everyone’s saying it’s the new gas works at Elmchurch.  

 

Samuel:  Elmchurch isn’t especially near – though the smell carries something rotten; 

it goes right up my nose, and out through the back of my head.  

 

Tim:  Everyone’s up in arms. They say that, if you complain, they put water pipes 

up to the house! It’s a marvel! Can you imagine, water coming through an 

underground pipe, and into a tap near the house. You turn on a tap and you 

get clean water! No more lugging buckets back and forth to the well, no more 

boiling it up. 

 

Samuel:  That’s engineering for you. Are you sure it’s the gas though, it could be some 

water borne disease like the cholera.  

 

Tim:  Oh don’t say that Mr Cooper. I know we’re supposed to boil it up, in theory, 

but when it comes to practise - does your missus boil yours? 

 

Samuel:  Ay, she does in theory. It depends how high the fire is. It takes an age to boil 

the kettle when the fire is low; and then it has to cool. A man could die of 

thirst!   

 

Tim:  We didn’t boil the parrot’s water, and now he’s dead, God bless his feathered 

swearing heart.  

 

Samuel:  Gas it may or not be; but next time it could be the cholera or typhus and we 

could all be laid low, or laid under. I’ll get our missus to spread the word it 

needs to be boiled every time. She natters to everybody. Does Miss Polly get 

boiled for the schoolroom?  

 

Tim:    Oh ay, she’s very particular; she always asks if it’s been boiled. 

 

Sam:   With her father being vicar I suppose she would; cleanliness being next to 

Godliness. I’ll let Mr Newbold know when he gets back. He’s gone to see his 

banker wearing his brand-new cloak. He says he wants to look worth a big 

loan. He’ll doubtless write to the gas authorities, as soon as he gets back.  

 

(Sam exits. Tim exits) 

 

 

  



Scene 2 – The Bank  

 

(Played on the separate area of stage Mr Montague enters with a folder 

of papers. Opens and reads them at the table.) 

 

Frederick:   (Enters in cloak) Good morning Mr Montague. 

 

Mr Montague:  Good morning Mr Newbold. 

 

(Frederick & Mr Montague shake hands) 

 

Mr Montague:  So, the ship owners want a bond to carry the cargo from Australia. This is an 

extraordinary amount of money you’re asking for! 

 

Frederick:  We will be transporting a very large amount of meat; beef, lamb and poultry. 

In in the cold store will be large quantities of fruit and vegetables.  

 

Mr Montague:  So, the owners can’t find an insurer? Well I can’t say I’m surprised. Anything 

could happen. What if the lot comes off rotten? It could all shift about; think 

of the weight.  

 

Frederick:   I think of little else. I lay awake at night going through every detail. 

 

Montague:  You are not a seagoing man; we are land-locked here. The iron castings for 

the machinery for example, what do they weigh - thirty ton? If they break 

loose, they could sink the ship! Ship, cargo and lives would be lost! Insurers 

won’t take those type of risks. 

 

Frederick:  Once other ship owners see that food can be brought safely from one side of 

the world to the other, they will all want my machinery. There is great 

pressure to be the forerunner. 

 

Mr Montague:  They will all want it if it works! 

 

Frederick:   We are putting it through every kind of trial that we can. 

 

Mr Montague:  You have not sent it to sea. The last encounter it had with the sea was 

disastrous! (Flicks thought accounts papers.) 

 

Frederick:   We did not have proper machinery then. We have learned a great deal. 

 

Mr Montague:  Hmmm. Your accounts are healthy. You’ve done a few bridges for the 

railway companies lately. Could you not get excited by the more mundane 

engineering? There is money to be made without the risk.   

 

Frederick:  It is ice that excites me! It’s rendering something into suspense for days, and 

weeks, and months, and then waking it up, and eating it. The world is full of 

foods, the flavours, colours, and scents, of which most people could never 

imagine, let alone eat.  Without the likes of my machines, they never will. 

    

Mr Montague:  And what sort of foods can I look forward to eating, if I grant you this 

colossal loan? 

 

Frederick:  Oranges dripping with juice at Christmas; apples to bite into in spring - 

bananas - 



 

Mr Montague:   Bananas? - I’ve read of those. (Suddenly decided) Increase the men’s 

working hours, cut the hours of your teacher, put up rents. (Taps piece of 

paper) What is this, milk for the children? What are you - a wet nurse?  

Water from the well never hurt anyone! (Indicating appointment is over) 

Good morning. 

 

(Mr Montague stands and shakes Frederick’s hand) 
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Frederick:  Good morning.  

 

(Frederick exits. Mr Montague exits) 
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Scene 3 – The Vicarage 

 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Polly enters as though she had just 

arrived home. Reverend Staythorpe enters) 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  Hello my dear. 

 

Polly:    Hello father. I trust you’ve had a good day? 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  I’m afraid I’ve not had a good day. I’ve been riding around the farms, and the 

farmers and workers are very agitated about what’s happening at the 

Newbold Engineering Works. There is talk of making a stop to it all, as the 

Luddites did earlier with the frames. I showed my approval. A man has to 

show where he stands in life, and as a leader in this community, I showed 

where I stood on the matter. 

 

Polly:  But the Luddites did not succeed father. The mills with their great chattering 

frames grow all around, and we have cheaper clothes, and people like that do 

they not? 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  Food is different to cloth Polly! Trust a woman to think of her clothes! The 

Luddites protested to protect their livelihoods! A man is entitled to a 

livelihood, without some money grubbing, dandy, taking it all away, just for 

the sake of invention!  

 

Polly:    We live in a difficult age don’t we father. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  We certainly do. But we must proceed in the ways the Lord has taught us. He 

gave us health and strength to use, and not to put into the hands of a machine. 

Have you located the master plan for the devil’s work yet? Once I have burnt 

it, it will at least make a delay. 

 

Polly:    You may have to destroy many drawings throughout the land. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  I can only follow my conscience here and now.  

 

Polly:    We have tea and coffee and spices from far off lands. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  That is because we cannot grow them here. Have you news of the designs 

that I asked you about? You move freely around the works, and can surely 

see where they are used and left about? 

 

Polly:  I am afraid that Mr Newbold fears industrial spies, and has them locked away 

where they cannot be stolen.  

 

Rev Staythorpe:  (Dismayed) This is bad news indeed! Bad news! What are we to do? What 

are we to do? I will pray for an answer. The Lord will provide one, as he 

always does. Come, we will eat supper. Mrs Musgrove has left us a cold 

plate, for she is visiting her sister. She is a good, dear soul, and looks after us 

well generally. I shall retire early to bed and speak with the Lord. 

 

Polly:    Yes father.  

 

(Polly exits. Rev Staythorpe exits) 



Scene 4 – The Works 

 

 

(SFX. Hammering, tapping, roaring of furnace. Frederick enters. Dan 

enters)  

 

Frederick:   Ah Dan, how goes it?  

 

Dan:   Everything is running smoothly Mr Newbold. There have been only minor 

hitches, and they have been quickly remedied.  

 

Frederick:  There seems always to be hitches with new machinery. But we are aiming for 

perfection are we not? 

 

Dan:    We are constantly making minor adjustments towards perfection. 

 

Frederick:  You have heard you will soon have new pipes carrying water to a standby tap 

near your houses? Elmchurch gas works recognise there is a problem with the 

waste and don’t want to lose favour with the authorities they have contracts 

with.  
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Dan:  Oh, the missus is over the moon Mr Newbold! It will make such a big 

difference. One day, they say that people will even have a water closet inside 

their homes! Imagine! Mind you, if methane gets into the house, it can blow 

it up! I think we’ll stick with going to the privy out back. 

 

Frederick:  There’s work being done on a water closet valve as we speak. We are on the 

cusp of a brave new world, and we are part of it Dan. In a hundred years-time 

people will look back and say – (interrupted)  

 

Dan:    Listen, the church bell’s going! 

 

Frederick:   Why does it ring out madly like that on a workday morning?  

 

Dan:    It’s a call to arms Mr Newbold! The men are putting down their tools! 

 

Frederick:   What? Why? 

 

Dan:    When the bell is rung, it’s an old sign of trouble. We have to come to its call. 

 

Frederick:   I thought all that died out years ago!  

 

Dan:    People have long memories. The bell is ingrained.  

 

Frederick:   Whatever can the trouble be? 

 

(Dan & Frederick exit) 
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Scene 5 – The Vicarage 

(Separate area of stage SFX. Church bell ringing and ringing; then stops. 

Rev Staythorpe enters in his dressing gown. Polly enters) 

 

Polly:  Father, what on earth are you doing? Why were you ringing the bell? Come 

in, or you’ll catch your death of cold! 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (Inflamed) A small sacrifice. The bell is being rung, as it has rung since time 

immemorial to warn of danger! People must come to its call! The words of 

the Lord have answered my prayers. (Quotes) ‘Let the favour of the Lord our 

God be upon us, and prosper for us the work of our hands – o prosper the 

work of our hands!’ Psalm 90, line 17. In other words Polly, we must not be 

lazy and expect the Lord to do all our work! We must trust the Lord to bless 

our endeavours. We must stop production of the devil’s refrigeration 

machinery! The men who stoke the fires of hell, must be told they are driving 

their brothers to the workhouse!  

Polly:    Father, we have to work within the march of progress.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Progress? Is that what they call taking food from their neighbours’ mouths? I 

will address them at the works; the agricultural labourers are expecting a sign 

and will attend; the machines must be broken! The farmers will bring their 

heavy horses. 

 

Polly:  Well at least get dressed first Father! You’ll be a laughing stock in your 

dressing gown. (Looks at the gap in front) It has somewhat shrunk. Do you 

want Violet to see you in your undergarments? She’ll be in from the village 

soon to help Mrs Musgrove. You know how she blushes. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (Looks down at dressing gown) Oh dear me, no. Prey go and continue with 

the bell.  Let her iron tongue ring out and out-weight all the devil’s 

arguments! 

 

Polly:    I will walk in front until you reach your room.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (A little embarrassed) Oh very well - very well. 

 

(Polly exits in front of the Rev Staythorpe. Rev. Staythorpe walks behind 

her, keeping dressing gown in place.) 

 

 



Scene 6 – The Works  

(Frederick enters. Sam, Dan & Tim enter. Two or three agricultural 

labourers enter carrying pitchforks. Parts can be doubled. Mrs Carter & 

Mrs Taylor emerge from cottage backdrop) 

 

Frederick:  (Turns to Sam, Dan & Tim) Who are those men? What business do they 

have here? 

 

Dan:  The bell’s called them. One’s my cousin; he’s an agricultural labourer. The 

reverend has been stirring them all up, because of the refrigeration. He’s been 

telling them all they’ll be out on their ears. 

 

Tim:    I went to school with that one with the pitchfork.  

 

Frederick:  They mean to cause trouble. (Turns round and sees Mrs Carter & Mrs 

Taylor. Calls) Go inside please ladies, it will be safest for you. 

 

(Mrs Carter & Mrs Taylor retreat into backdrop but re-emerge almost 

immediately armed with a rolling pin each. Stand on doorsteps looking 

intimidating. Polly enters carrying a small chair & bell) 

 

Samuel:   There’s Miss Staythorpe. She’s brought a chair out of the schoolroom. 

 

Tim:    She’s climbing on it! 
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Polly:  (Holding a small bell, gathers her skirts and clambers on low chair. 

Addresses farmworkers.) My father has summoned you on a matter of 

utmost importance. 

 

Voice 1:   Where is he? 

 

Polly:  The ringing of the church bell has given him an attack of vertigo. I speak for 

him. 

 

Voice 1:   Since when did a woman speak for a man? 

 

Frederick:   Hush - let her speak. 

 

Voice 2:   Hush yersen – you devil!  

 

Dan:    You hush yersen! 

 

Polly:  (Rings schoolbell) It will be of advantage for you all to listen! There is loose 

talk of livelihoods being threatened by the Newbold works, but my father 

asks that you consider the benefits. 

 

Voice 3:   What benefits!  

 

Voice 1:   Benefits! Gadbudlikins! My – (Interrupted) 
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Frederick:   Mind your tongue in front of a lady! 

 

Sam:    (Looks round and notices wives with rolling pins etc) In front of ladies. 

 

Voice 2:   The bell hasn’t brought us here to talk of benefits!  

 

Polly:    (Rings bell) Don’t you want to hear about benefits to yourselves? 

 

Voice 3:   What benefits? 

 

Voice 1:   There ain’t no benefits! It’s all muckspout! 

 

Voice 2:   Let her say her piece. 

 

Polly:  As the works grow they will need oatmeal and wheat, and – er meat for the – 

er works kitchen, so that the workers may enjoy a hot midday meal - 

 

Frederick:   Excuse me? Works kitchen? 

 

Voice 3:   (To Frederick) Shut yer trap yer fopdoodle!  

 

Tim:    (To voice) You say that again Alfred Plowright!  

 

Polly:  And you Mr. Plowright - will er find an outlet in the schoolroom for your 

good milk. 

 

Frederick:   I should like to be consulted in this! 

 

Voice 3:   (To Frederick) Yer askin’ fer it! 

 

Samuel:  (To voice) You and whose brother! 

 

Voice 2:   Stow it beetlehead! 

 

Voice 1:   (Makes threatening fist) Do you want to cop a mouse! 

 

Polly:    Er - where was I? 

 

Timothy:   A hot midday meal. 

 

(Frederick gives him a ‘look’) 

 

Polly:    Ah yes, a hot midday meal for the schoolchildren too.   

 

(Frederick puts his hand to his forehead) 

 

Polly:  (Growing in enthusiasm) As the works grow, so will the local population, 

and they will need -  

 

Voice 1:   Ye - but it’s not our food they’ll be eatin’ is it? It’ll be foreign comestibles!

   

Polly:  If you don’t believe me, perhaps Mr. Newbold could er reassure you on that 

point.  Why, it was only the other day we were discussing the novel idea of 

milk in the schoolroom.   



 

Frederick:   It was – an idea for discussion.   

 

Voice 2:   We’ve finished discussin’ it.  

 

Frederick:   Have we? 

 

Dan:    That’s very kind of you Mr Newbold. I’m sure everyone will appreciate it. 

 

Polly:    Mr. Newbold? Time is pressing - farmers are busy people. 

 

Frederick:   She is –she is – er, in theory er - 

 

Voice 3:   Who’s she - the cat’s mother?  

 

Voice 1:   Words come cheap. Where’s the Reverend Staythorpe? This’ll all be o 

   verturned by the morning! 

 

Frederick:  Miss Staythorpe, or rather the Reverend Staythorpe, has put forward - a  - 

sound - proposal. The population is growing.  Much food from all sources 

will be needed. Put in your tenders for cereals and milk on Monday! 

 

Timothy:   And meat Mr. Newbold - don’t forget the meat! 

 

Frederick:   And meat! 
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(Intruders brief discussion amongst themselves. Exit.) 

 

Samuel:   (Sincerely and rhetorically) Well that went alright didn’t it?  

 

Frederick:  My banker will be thrilled. Let me help you down from your chair Miss 

Staythorpe.  

 

(Frederick helps Polly down from chair) 

 

Timothy:   Well back to work.  

 

(Timothy exits) 

 

Dan:    We showed them!  

 

(Dan exits. Samuel exits) 

 

Polly:  (Lightly) Yes, back to work. I have a lesson to prepare.  

 

(Polly exits with chair & bell. Frederick looks around. Mrs Carter & 

Mrs Taylor wave cheerily from doorsteps and exit. Frederick sighs & 

exits)  
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Scene 7 – The Vicarage 

 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Reverend Staythorpe enters. Polly 

enters.)  

 

Polly:  I’m sorry father, but there was so much confusion, I automatically turned the 

lock on your door. Then I ran to see what was happening. I thought you 

would join us when you were decent. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  The Lord may be able to walk on water, but I cannot emerge through a 

locked door! 

 

Polly:  Mrs Musgrove and Violet must have been much afraid to hear all the banging 

and clamouring. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  How do you know I was banging and clamouring? 

 

Polly:    I guessed; for that is what I would do.  

 

Rev Staythorpe:  Mrs Musgrove is not a woman to let her emotions rule her head; she was 

quite calm.  

 

Polly:    Anyway - it is all settled. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  One of the farmers told me that you addressed them. What must they think! 

 

Polly:    I told them that I represented you. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  I hear you offered a compromise; a sop. 

 

Polly:  All are happy, except possibly Mr Newthorpe, who has extra expenditure 

now.  

 

Rev Staythorpe:  A few trifles? It is the thin end of the wedge. Women cannot see further than 

their noses. Next time you will not take the liberty of representing a man. 

 

Polly:    Hopefully there will not be a next time, for all are content now. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  Content? We will see about that!  

 

(Revered exits. Polly exits dabbing her eyes. Lights dim. Cock crow.) 

 

 

  



Scene 8 - The Works 

 

(Lights up. Police Sergeant enters & look around. Police Constable 

enters & looks around. Sam enters.)  

 

Sam:    (Surprised) Can I help you gentlemen? 

 

P. Sergeant:   (Authoritatively) We’re looking for Samuel Cooper. 

 

Sam:    (Alarmed) Can I ask why? 

 

P. Sergeant:   (Gets letter & photo from pocket) Our business is with him. 

 

Sam:    We have no-one of that name here. 

 

(P. Sergeant looks at photo in his hand and shows it to Constable.) 

 

Police Sergeant:  (To Sam) No-one of that name eh? You look like the man of that name, or 

any other name.  

 

(Sergeant takes hold of Sam’s arm) 

 

Sam:    Can I see the photograph?  

 

(Sam Looks at photo & shakes head)  

 

Sam:   I don’t recognise him.  
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Dan:  (Enters, stops & stares) Oh excuse me Mr Cooper, I’ll come back later. I 

just wanted to ask you sommat about  (interrupted) 

 

P. Sergeant:   Wait! (Points to Sam) You know this man? 

 

Dan:    Of course, I do. He’s Sam Cooper, our foreman. 

 

P. Sergeant:   (To Sam) You told me your name wasn’t Samuel Cooper! 

 

Sam:    It isn’t. I’m Sam Cooper! 

 

(P. Sergeant a bit taken aback) 

 

Sam:    (To Dan) It’s alright Dan, I’ll talk to you later.  

 

(Dan exits with a backward glance) 

 

P. Constable:   In my book, Sam Cooper amounts to the same thing as Samuel Cooper! 

 

Sam:  I’d say it amounts to a very different thing. One’s one man, and the other’s 

another man. 
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P. Sergeant:   (Looks at letter) How long have you worked here Mr Cooper? 

 

Sam:    Long enough to build up to foreman; why? 

 

Mrs Cooper:  (Comes out of her cottage ‘backdrop’ with bowl of washing & 

approaches group. Looks worried) Is everything alright Sam? There’s not 

trouble is there? 

 

Sam:  Go home Sarah. There’s no trouble. What trouble would there be? These 

gentlemen are making a few enquiries.  

 

Mrs Cooper:   I’m pleased to hear it Sam.  

 

P. Sergeant:  (Looks at letter in his hand. Frowns) Wait there madam! (To Sam) It says 

here that the Samuel Cooper we’re looking for, has a wife named Sarah. Now 

wouldn’t you call that a co-incidence?  

 

(P. Constable firmly takes hold of Sam’s other arm) 

 

P. Sergeant:   (To Mrs Cooper) You are Mrs Sarah Cooper? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   (Looks at Sam despairingly) I am. 

 

(Polly enters with school books)  

 

Sam:    (Gamely) Sarah, Sal, Sadie – I call her all of ‘em; what of it? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   (Sparky) He does; and love, and duck - and why shouldn’t he? 

 

Sam:  (To police officers) Nothing out of the ordinary in that is there? I expect you 

have pet names for your missus’? 

 

P. Constable:  (Sternly to Mrs Cooper) Are you aware that the Reverend Staythorpe has 

pointed this man out as being of his former parish, from whence he was 

transported to Australia for seven years? The man, Samuel Cooper, escaped. 

He has a wife called Sarah, and a daughter. Tell me your daughter’s name! If 

you are sheltering this man, you will be arrested too, along with any other 

conspirators! Mr Newbold has been pointed out to us as a suspect for 

conspiring to shield a criminal! Is he on the premises? 

 

Sam:    He is not.  

 

P. Sergeant:   (To Mrs Cooper) Your daughter’s name madam! 

 

Mrs Cooper:   My daughter? My daughter’s name is (interrupted) 

 

Polly:  (Steps forward) Excuse me for speaking out of turn, but I’m the Reverend 

Staythorpe’s daughter and schoolmistress here. I teach Mr Cooper’s daughter 

and her name is – Amelia.  

 

(Sam & Mrs Cooper are crestfallen)  

 

P. Sergeant:   Amelia? (To Mrs Cooper) Is this true? 

 

Sam:    (Resigned) Aye, what Miss Staythorpe tells you is true enough.   



 

P. Constable:   You have no other daughter? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   We lost two sons as babies. We were blessed with one daughter.  

 

P. Sergeant:   No other daughter - by the name of Rose? 

 

Sam:    (Puzzled) Rose? No. 

 

P. Constable:   Does the child have a middle name? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   We don’t go in for middle names. 

 

Polly:    There is no child called Rose in the schoolroom. I can vouch for that.  

 

P. Sergeant:  (Looks again at photo. Lets go of Sam’s arm) You can see where the 

confusion lies. We had better inform the Reverend Staythorpe that he is 

mistaken.  

 

(P. Constable lets go of Sam’s arm) 

 

Polly:  I will explain the error to my father if you will allow. He has good intentions 

but his vision is not what is was. He has seen Mr Cooper only briefly, and not 

in a er, very good light.  

 

P. Sergeant:  Very well Miss; thank you. Well, we’ll bid you both good-day. (Folds away 

letter and photo) 

 

(P. Sergeant & P. Constable exit) 
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Sam:    (To Polly) Thank you for helping sort out the puzzle Miss Polly. 

 

Mrs Cooper:   Yes thank you my dear. 

 

Polly:  (Carefully) I was happy to tell them the truth; that your daughter’s name 

isn’t Rose. 

 

(Sam, Mrs Cooper & Polly exit. Lights dim.) 
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Scene 9 – The Works 

 

(Lights up. Sam enters. Frederick enters)  

 

Sam:    So the Oceania sails on the 26th?  

 

Frederick:  Yes. Dan and Tim are good men, and there are others, but they don’t know 

the heartbeat of the machinery as we do. A tiny flutter and we do one thing, a 

leaping throb and we do another. It must be you or I who travel with her. I 

shall go myself, and leave you in charge here. I can’t ask you to go back to 

Australia again. Not after what has just occurred.   

 

Sam:  Nothing has occurred! The police officers did their duty and were satisfied. It 

was a heaven-sent error that they got Amelia’s name wrong, for they would 

have caught me on every count otherwise. It’s a mystery how that mistake 

happened. As for leaving me in charge Mr Newbold; I’m no businessman. 

Your banker would soon catch me out. It must be me who sails with the 

Oceania.  

 

Frederick:   You have a wife and child. You would be away for many months. 

 

Sam:  I’ve had a word with the missus and she’s alright with it. She’s used to being 

on her own. She’s got Amelia, and the other wives are her pals. And you 

know Mr Newbold, in a way I feel it will be good to go back, and return a 

success. The last time I returned as a miserable fugitive; this time I can return 

with pride, if it works. 

 

Frederick:  It will work. And at least you’ll enjoy the fruits of your labours on board. I’ve 

spoken to the Captain, and you will travel as a member of the crew. 

 

Sam:  I dread something going wrong. What if it starts to rot? That smell, I dread 

that smell. The cargo is worth a king’s ransom 

 

Frederick:   Think how many times we’ve tested the machines; have confidence man! 

 

Samuel:   You’ll make sure I have all spare parts? 

 

Frederick:  I have been through an inventory of every spare part in my dreams, and you 

have too. I know you’ll remind me if there’s anything I’ve not thought of. 

 

Samuel:  If there should be a leak in the apparatus, I must top up the solution of 

ammonia immediately. We have plenty of ammonia? 

 

Frederick:   That is important; there will be plenty. 

 

Samuel:  You’ll take care of my family if anything happens to me won’t you Mr 

Newbold? You often read of these cargo ships seeing Mother Carey’s 

chickens, and going down to Davy Jones locker.  

 

Frederick:   Mother Carey’s chickens? What are they? 

 

Samuel:  They’re the birds, the storm petrels; souls of drowned sailors they are, that 

are seen before a great storm. Mother Carey is wife to Neptune, King of the 

sea.  

 



Frederick:  Stuff and nonsense. If storm petrels are sea birds, it’s hardly surprising that 

they’re seen before a storm or not! The Oceania is a good ship, mastered by 

an excellent captain, Captain Watson. Nothing will happen to you. I shall 

expect you back smelling fresher than at our first meeting! But I give you my 

word of honour that in the event of a catastrophe, your family will be cared 

for.  

 

Sam: - Just think Mr Newbold, if it works, my name might be writ with yours in 

the history books. The engineer who first travelled with the machinery! 

(Looks around to see if anyone is listening) Actually, it will be the second 

time; we won’t mention the first for the history books! 

 

Frederick:   Pray do not for both our sakes. 

 

(Samuel & Frederick exit. Lights dim.) 

 

 

      

  



Scene 10 – The Works Office 

 

(Lights up. Polly enters. Frederick is in ‘office’ slumped over table 

snoring. Polly coughs. Frederick sits up, then stands; looks weary.) 

 

Polly:    Mr. Newbold - you are displeased to see me? 

 

Frederick:   I’m sorry, I was resting. Why would I be displeased to see you? 

 

Polly:    The other day, with the farmers. I made many promises on your behalf. 

 

Frederick:  I was not delighted. I would have liked more time, and money to think about 

it. But I could see they were intent on pursuing one course or another, and so 

I have to thank you for settling it more amiably, - if expensively. Where was 

your father? I understand it was he who summoned the rabble? 

 

Polly:    I believe I said that he had vertigo. 
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Frederick:   I do not think for a moment vertigo would have prevented his attendance.  

 

Polly:  I prefer that you did not press the matter of why he was not in attendance. 

Later I told him all was settled, and that his opinion on the subject had been 

highly regarded by all around. 

 

Frederick:   His opinion? Or was it your opinion? 

 

Polly:    How could that be? Are women allowed an opinion? 

 

Frederick:   Pray don’t begin that – it is all behind us now, and agreed with the farmers. 

 

Polly:    You look - tired. 

 

Frederick:  I’ve just returned from the Thames estuary. The Oceania sailed at first light 

on Monday, with my refrigeration equipment, and chief engineer on board. 

 

Polly:    Samuel Cooper? 

 

Frederick:  Yes. He will be away for many months. When I got back here, I nodded off 

in my chair, and immediately fell into a terrible dream; no, not a dream, a 

nightmare.  The ship was tossing on a sea of hissing dragons, the timbers 

were creaking and groaning, and waves lashing the deck.       

 

Polly:    I am in a terrible quandary then. 

 

Frederick:   Why is that? 

 

Polly:    Normally I would ask God for their safe deliverance -  

 

Frederick:   Please do not prevent yourself. 
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Polly:  How can I?  You know my father is against what you do. I too cannot 

understand this method they call progress. The farmers, my father’s 

parishioners, our neighbours, will soon find the small seeds of comfort 

thrown them, dashed by a mighty tide of food, when the flood gates open. I 

have betrayed them by offering a poisoned chalice! 

 

Frederick:   Pray then for the men. Pray for Samuel – for I rate him above machinery.  

 

Polly:  - I – I do not want an argument with you, but I cannot – I cannot pray for any 

on that ship of despair!  

 

(Rushes offstage. Frederick stands for a moment looking worried. Exits) 

 

 

  



Scene 11 – Out at sea 

 

(offstage and heard only. SFX. A storm; howling of gale, hissing of sea, 

creaking of timbers.  

 

Captain’s Mate:  The wind’s got up; there’s going to be a storm! What is that approaching 

from the east, like a whirling black cloud? It’s a large flock of Mother’s 

Carey’s chickens!   

 

Captain Watson:  Hurry! Take down the mainsail before the wind takes it!  

 

Captain’s Mate:  I’ve never known a storm to spring so quick Captain, like an angry tiger - 

 

Samuel:  What are they shouting up there - tiger? It is not like an ohhhh - tiger - it does 

not pick you up and and - ohhh throw you around like a child’s rattle ---oh - 

oh – ohhhhhhh!    

 

SFX. Ship’s emergency whistle blows three times. 

 

Captain Watson:  All hands on deck. 

 

Mate:    All hands on deck. 

 

Captain Watson:  Where is the engineer - Cooper? 

 

Mate:    He says he cannot leave his machinery. 

 

Captain Watson:  Then he takes his chance with the rats down there. 

 

Mate:    The rats are leaving Captain!  

 

(SFX. Thunder and lighting. Lights dim.)  

 

    

  



Scene 12 – The Tailors 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage with the table. Lights up. SFX. Rain 

lashing down Mr. Abrahams enters with cape and roll of material. SFX. 

Tinkle of shop door bell. Frederick enters.) 

 

Frederick:   Good afternoon. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good afternoon Mr. Newbold - what weather!  The rain has hardly rested in 

weeks. I fear the crops may be ruined and food dearer. I have your cape here 

ready; will you try it on before you leave? I want to make sure it fits well 

around the shoulders. You want the rain kept out. (He assists Frederick with 

trying on the cape. Stands back) Oh, you cut a striking figure in it, if I 

might be so bold. How are you getting along with the cloak? 

 

Frederick:   It is fine; I’m finding it useful. Mr Montague appeared to approve! 

 

Mr Abrahams:  That is good. A businessman needs to keep in with his banker! Now, I’m 

jumping ahead again, but I’m like a ship’s figurehead, I can see the sort of 

weather that’s coming on, and a medium weight undercoat will keep the chill 

off. When the winds start around here, the cape will be flapping around your 

shoulders like a mayfly, and your cloak may drag in the dirt. 

 

Frederick:   (Subdued)  A dark wool then - plain - no fancywork. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  I’ll have it made ready. On the subject of figureheads – (interrupted) 

 

Frederick:   There is no news.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  - Oh well, no news is good news, so they say. 

 

Frederick:   I hope what they say is true. Good day.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good day. 

 

(Frederick exits. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Mr Abrahams exits with 

his props) 

 

 

  



Scene 13 – The Works 

 

(SFX. Wind howling. Frederick enters.  Polly enters with schoolbooks) 

 

Polly:  Mr. Newbold. I was wondering, have you heard anything, of the – (trails off) 

 

Frederick:   The Oceania? 

 

Polly:    Yes. 

 

Frederick:   Does it interest you? 

  

Polly:    I did not withhold my prayers.  I tried, but could not, but it was too late! 

 

Frederick:   Dear God! You’ve heard something? 

 

Polly:  No, you misunderstand me! I mean that God has intervened, and is punishing 

me for my mean mindedness. He has come down on us like the people of 

Ninevah for their wickedness. 

 

Frederick:   Whatever do you mean? 
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Polly:  Have you not noticed the rain has hardly ceased since I uttered those foul 

words? He has sent a blight on the farmers crops! The wheat has been lashed 

by the wind and saturated by the rain, before it could be got in, and the 

potatoes have the blight! There will be little to celebrate this Harvest Festival. 

(Dabs eyes and sniffs) 

 

Frederick:   You’re getting cold! Come, let’s go into the schoolroom.  

 

Polly:  Not until I have recovered myself. I cannot look Amelia in the face; to think 

my father and I have wrought this! He too sees his folly, and sits wringing his 

hands. 

 

Frederick:   It is nonsense to think that you and your father have wrought bad weather!  

 

Polly:  You know that it was father who informed the authorities about Mr Cooper? I 

doubted there was truth in the matter. How could Mr Cooper, an upright man, 

have been a convict? But father saw a chink of light, and followed it as a way 

of hindering your progress with the refrigeration.  

 

Frederick:  I understand they were on the point of arresting him, when they discovered 

the child’s name was not what was in your father’s letter. Mr Cooper said that 

you helped clear up the misunderstanding. 

 

Polly:  - I have been deceitful again; pulled on one side by my father and the other 

side by - (trails off) 

 

Frederick:   - by?  
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Polly:  - by believing Mr Cooper to be a good man, whatever his past. When my 

father asked for the child’s name, I lied and said it was Rose. (Wretched) I 

have become two-faced like Janus.  

 

Frederick:   You try your best for everyone. 

 

Polly:  Do you think so? We have wished your enterprise ill, and God has sent his 

avenging angel with foul storms to make us see that brother needs brother. 

We cannot live an insular existence dependent only upon ourselves. This 

winter we will have to bring in corn from other farmers in other parts of the 

country, for we have not enough to feed ourselves! 

 

Frederick:   Then, you have changed your opinion about the nature of our enterprise? 

 

Polly:  Every night I will pray the ship God Speed.  I must go and attend to the 

children.  

 

(Polly exits. Frederick exits. Lights dim.) 

 

 

  



Scene 14 – The Tailors 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Lights up. SFX. Rain. Mr 

Abrahams enters with lengths of material & designs, coat & umbrella. 

He places on a table. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Frederick enters) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning Mr Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   Good morning Mr Abrahams. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  And it is a good morning is it not Mr Newbold! Thank God for the ship’s safe 

delivery from the storm. I read it in the newspaper yesterday. There was 

something wrong with the telegraph. It is suffering a rough passage with 

many stormy seas.  

 

Frederick:   Praise God indeed. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  And another long wait now until she comes home to port. What it must do for 

the nerves! - Oh, have I got something for you Mr Newbold! 

 

Frederick:   My coat is ready? 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Yes, and I have something else that may be of interest; but first we must try 

the coat on. It must fit perfectly. 

 

(Mr Abrahams gets coat and helps Frederick to put it on. Fusses. Stands 

back to admire.)  

   

Mr Abrahams:  Perfect! And now - (he presents the umbrella proudly) 

 

Frederick:  (Looks at it doubtfully) - It resembles a clothed stick.  I fear the material 

will be quite spoiled this weather. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  (Laughs) It is an umbrella Mr. Newbold. It is the latest thing - look. (Opens 

umbrella). Come under it Mr Newbold. 

 

(Mr Abrahams & Frederick stand under umbrella.) 

 

Frederick:   It is like a large parasol 

 

Mr Abrahams:  I expect a parasol is where the idea originated, China or India. In early times, 

Mr Newbold, a parasol was a status symbol. Only the king or emperor was 

allowed one. This is an imported umbrella from Italy. It is for rain - to keep 

the rain off your clothes - but you’ll be needing a stand, to stand it in when it 

comes home dripping.  

 

Frederick:   That seems a good idea. My lodgings would appreciate it. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  I will order one for you. 

 

Frederick:   Well, good morning Mr Abrahams. 

 

(Frederick exits. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning to you Mr Newbold.  



 

(Mr Abrahams exits with his props.) 

 

 

    

  



Scene 15 – The Vicarage 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. SFX. Rain. Rev Staythorpe enters 

reading bible. Looks up as if at weather – above heads of audience. Polly 

enters and stands with her father staring gloomily at the sky.)  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  How long will God punish us for our sins?  When will this wretched rain 

end? (Quotes from bible) ‘So Samuel called to the Lord, and on that day the 

Lord sent thunder and rain. As a result, all the people greatly feared the Lord 

and Samuel.’ Samuel Chapter one, lines 12-18. I have misled the farmers 

Polly; they trusted me, and I have prayed to the Lord in wroth!  

 

Polly:    You are a good man father. You always do what you think is right!  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Even though it may be wrong! One should never pray in hatred.   

 

Polly:    You did not think it wrong, and neither did I. And even now I’m – confused 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Yes, I do fear where bringing foreign food in will lead, but God said, 

‘Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of 

all the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for 

you; and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to 

everything that moves on the earth which has life, I have given every green 

plant for food’; and it was so. Genesis chapter 1, Verses 29-30. (Sighs) But 

God did not say that it should not be traded with other tribes. The devil is 

always in the detail Polly. (Catches sight of something) There is a person 

coming up the hill all in black. He has a black apparatus, like a cloud above 

his head. What on earth is it?  
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(Polly stands staring out slightly above audience as well.) 

 

Polly:  It’s - he has the walk of Mr. Newbold, he is coming towards the door. Please 

do not turn him away father. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  (Stiffly) I will treat him as a common caller; pray it is not more bad news! 

 

(SFX. Doorbell) 

 

Polly:   I’ll go and open the door.  

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Pray do not! What do you think we pay Violet for? 

 

(SFX. Old fashioned doorbell.) 

 

Frederick:  (Enters, wet umbrella in hand) Good morning. Please excuse me for 

calling. I – thought I would come to meet Miss Staythorpe with my umbrella, 

for it is raining hard. – I hope you don’t mind? 

 

Polly:  I’m sure father doesn’t mind me keeping dry on my way to the schoolroom 

do you father? 
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Rev. Staythorpe:  (Ignores the question, but looks at umbrella) So this is an umbrella? It is 

very like a dark parasol. 

 

Frederick:  (Keen to engage Rev Staythorpe in something that interests him) Yes. It 

is a parasol for rain. It is the latest thing. 

 

Rev. Staythorpe:  Well, well, whatever will they think of next! A para sole you know comes 

from the Latin meaning ‘against the sun’. This then would be a para pluviam 

– ‘against the rain.’ Of course, the word umbrella is also Latin, from umbra, 

meaning shade. Hmm - may I? 

 

Frederick:   (Laughs & hands Rev the umbrella) Please – my parapluviam. 

 

(Rev Staythorpe opens and closes, then stands under umbrella.)  

 

Polly:   Let me come under too father! 

 

 (Rev Staythorpe opens it, and Polly joins him under umbrella for a few 

seconds. The Rev looks awkward, closes it quickly, and hands it back 

dismissively with a faint smile)  

 

Rev Staythorpe:  Well it is an amusing toy. But I will stick to my hat and cape. I’m not much 

for these gimmicky objects. 

 

Polly:  (Lightly) I will get my coat and see you at tea time after school father.  

 

(Polly gives the Reverend a peck on cheek. Rev. Staythorpe nods at her 

kindly but sadly, and exits. Polly & Frederick exit & then re-emerge as if 

outside. He holds umbrella over both. She stands apart. SFX. Rain.) 

 

Frederick:  Your father greatly disapproves of me. I am everything that is contrary to 

him. 

 

Polly:  That is true. He only approves of men like himself, or maybe men who flatter 

him. 

 

Frederick:   I am neither of those things. 

 

Polly:    No. 

 

Frederick:   He would not consider me a suitable suitor? 

 

Polly:    No - 

 

Frederick:   Come in a little under the umbrella; you will keep dryer. 

 

Polly:  (Laughs & recites portion of poem) ‘Will you come into my parlour, said 

the spider to the fly. ‘Tis the prettiest little parlour that ever you did spy…’ 

 

Frederick:   (Lightly) I hope you don’t think of me as a spider? 

 

Polly:    No, and I am no fly.  

 



Frederick:  (Gently) You are certainly not. You are a woman with a mind of her own. A 

very – (does not finish sentence) 

 

Polly:  Women have always had minds of their own; it’s just that - Mary Howitt 

wrote the little poem to teach children about nature. 

 

Frederick:   It is not apt; I am not trying to entice you - 

 

Polly:  (Moves in closer under umbrella) No, you are an honourable man. 

(Cheerfully) Some of the inventions that are coming! (Looks up into 

umbrella). It’s like a small moveable marquee, but we are out of step. I think 

you have to be in step to walk under an umbrella? 

 

Frederick:   But my legs are longer - 

 

Polly:    (A little disapproving) I think we should not mention legs. 

 

Frederick:  You could take my arm? Then tall steps or short steps would not matter, we 

would be together - 

 

Polly:    Like dancing? 

 

Frederick: Like dancing.  We could go round – (he begins to slowly go round in a 

circle) 

 

Polly:    But you have not asked me yet to dance. 

 

Frederick:   Polly.  Might I call you Polly? Would you dance with me? (Going round) 

 

Polly:    Yes. I’ll dance with you.  

 

Frederick & Polly: (Dance round slowly under umbrella. 

 

Polly:    (Slips) Oh - the grass is so slippery  

 

Frederick:   (Puts arm around her waist) I’ve got you, you’re safe with – oh (he slips) 

 

(Polly grabs hold of Frederick. They slip together under umbrella, 

maybe even falling. Umbrella bounces.) 

 

Frederick:   Oh my dear are you alright? 

 

Polly:    I’m alright – with you. 

 

(Frederick & Polly they kiss) 

 

Polly:    Oh - but look at the umbrella.  It is quite ruined! 

 

Frederick:   It doesn’t matter.  Look - it’s stopped raining!  

 

(Polly & Frederick exit hand in hand. Close curtains.) 

 

 

INTERVAL 

  



Act 3 

Scene 1 – The Tailors 

 

(The separate area of stage. Mr Abrahams enters with lengths of 

material, and a new looking gent’s black umbrella. SFX. Tinkle of shop 

doorbell.) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning Mr Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   (He is carrying his sorry looking umbrella) Good morning Mr Abrahams. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  (Claps hands together in sorrow) Oh Mr Newbold, what accident has 

befallen your umbrella? It is like a poor dead cormorant washed up in the 

storm! (Immediately becomes positive and takes umbrella from 

Frederick) – But no matter, there is an Italian umbrella repair man in the 

town.  I will leave a message for him to call. If you care to purchase a spare 

umbrella, you will not catch your death awhile. It is always sensible to 

possess a spare umbrella. Myself, I have several. (Puts down ailing 

umbrella, and picks up new one from table to show Frederick.) 

 

Frederick:  That would be sensible. (Takes the new umbrella & puts it up and down). 

– I will have another need for your services later in the year, for I am to be 

married. Miss Polly Staythorpe has kindly consented to be my bride. I will be 

needing a wedding outfit. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  (Shakes Frederick’s hand enthusiastically) Oh Mr. Newbold, my heartiest 

congratulations! What a fine match, and what a lucky man you are indeed! 

And indeed, what a lucky woman Miss Polly is. Oh, when is the wedding to 

be?; for you will need a wedding suit, and you can be assured of my absolute 

attention to detail, and of course a shirt, and (interrupted) 

 

Frederick:  We will not begin planning until the Oceania comes in, for I cannot marry 

without my best engineer, and I hope my best man. I will just take the spare 

umbrella today.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Certainly, and when you call your umbrella stand will have been delivered. It 

is commodious and will accommodate many umbrellas – for when you are 

married. 

 

Frederick:   - Thank you, good morning. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  A very good morning to you Mr Newbold, and my fulsome congratulations 

again on your engagement. 

 

(Frederick exits. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Mr Abrahams bustles off 

happily with his props.  Curtains down.) 

 

  



Scene 2 – Dockyard 

 

(Front of curtain. Porters carry on basic symbols of docks, capstan, 

ropes, barrel. Optional sounds of sea shanty sung offstage. Frederick, 

Dan & Tim enter. SFX. Ship’s hooter.) 

 

Dan:    There she is, the Oceania! 

 

Tim:    What a crowd waiting.  Who do you think they all are?  

 

Frederick:  There is much interest in our venture from investors.  If we succeed, it will 

encourage others; there are reporters from local and national newspapers. I 

will speak to no-one until I know all is well. 

 

Tim:   Those men over there - they do not look like reporters 

 

Frederick:  They may be prospective customers, food producers who wish to export as 

well as import. We are a nation of entrepreneurs. I wonder what are Samuel’s 

thoughts, as he watches the shore grow ever nearer.  

 

Dan:  He’ll be thinking about his wife and child I’ll be bound; near eight months 

he’s been away. 

 

Frederick:   Of course, they were always uppermost in his mind.  
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Dan:  His gal’s a proper tomboy isn’t she; always trying to get a look at our plans, 

and hanging about around the machines.   

 

Frederick:   She pesters her father to let her become an engineer.  

 

Tim:    Whatever next! 

 

Frederick:  Before he left, she made him promise he would allow it if anything happened 

to him, and I consented. 

 

Tim:  Well here she is, the Oceania, safe and sound praise the Lord. It looks like the 

wench will be stuck with her sewing!   

 

Tim:    I thought we might see Samuel waiting at the guard rail. 

 

Frederick:  He’s no doubt below with the machinery. He will be supervising the 

unloading. 

     

(Hustle & bustle of a ship docking, planks going down. Porters hurry on 

with cases, and trolley/s. Passengers disembark and hurry along. 

Captain Watson enters) 

 

Dan:    Is that the Captain? He’s looking grim. 

 

Frederick:   He does. I do not like his expression.  
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Tim:    He’s beckoning. 

 

(Frederick/Dan/Tim approach Captain Watson) 

 

Captain Watson:  Mr. Newbold  - I - 

 

Frederick:   Captain Watson. You look like you have - bad news? 

 

Captain Watson:  It is not what you think. The refrigeration equipment worked well. The 

passengers and crew have enjoyed fresh food all through the voyage. It has 

been like a miracle, a home from home at the dinner table. The cold food has 

remained fresh for long, and the frozen food still frozen - the carcasses solid - 

 

Frederick:  Then – it has been a success? But, why do you look like that? Where is my 

engineer, Samuel Cooper. I had expected him to be here to meet us? 

 

Captain:   - You had better come below Mr Newbold. 

 

Frederick:   (To Tim & Dan) I will go alone.  

 

(Frederick exits with Captain Watson. Dan & Tim look at each other.) 

 

Frederick:   (Offstage. After a few seconds, an anguished loud cry.) Dear God! NO! 

 

(porters remove symbols of dockyard.) 

 

  



Scene 3 – The Works 

 

(While not in conversation cast members talk among themselves. 

Curtain up. Offstage: Optional extract of hymn of the period. Reverend 

Staythorpe enters in black cassock. Mrs Cooper enters, supported on 

each side by Mrs Taylor & Mrs Carter, all are wearing black. 

Frederick/Dan/Tim enter wearing black. Polly enters wearing black)  

 

Mrs Cooper:   (To Rev Staythorpe) It was a lovely service vicar; you did our Sam proud. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  (To Mrs Cooper) Thank you for inviting me back for the funeral tea. You 

have good friends who will support you through this difficult time. Keep to 

your bible, for it contains many words of comfort. (Quotes) ‘Do not let your 

hearts be troubled. You believe in God; believe also in me. My Father’s 

house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have told you that I am 

going there to prepare a place for you? And if I go and prepare a place for 

you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where 

I am. John chapter 14, verses 1-3.’ 

 

(Mrs Taylor & Mrs Carter wander away to talk to others) 

 

Mrs Cooper:  It is my hope that I will meet again with my Sam. He was my bright spark; 

always so hopeful and gay. Now I am alone with my child. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  You have family elsewhere? 

 

Mrs Cooper:  My parents are not well, and my sister and I have not seen eye to eye on 

many things in the past. But Mr Newbold has promised I can stay here, and 

will take Amelia on as apprentice, as soon as she’s old enough to be trained. 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  (Puzzled) Amelia? I had in my mind her name was Rose? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   - Rose is a pet name. 

 

Polly:    (Joins them quickly) Father has a pet name, do you not father? 

 

Mrs Cooper:   Oh, what’s that? 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  (Embarrassed) Polly has an uncommon memory! It was a name given me as 

a child. I would prefer to leave that name in the past Polly. (Lecturing) But – 

did you say that a girl is to be taken on as apprentice? I would strongly advise 

you Mrs Cooper that –  

 

(Polly gently whispers in her father’s ear) 

 

Rev Staythorpe:  (A strained smile) Polly is right; this is neither the time nor the place. Now I 

must go into the schoolroom and share a cup of tea and comfort, before 

leaving to visit a sick parishioner.  

 

(Staythorpe exits) 

 

Mrs Cooper:  (To Polly) Do you think I’m doing the right thing allowing Amelia to 

become apprentice? Most folks I tell turn down their mouths. I mean most 

girls go into service and I don’t want to spoil her life’s chances. I mean, she 



could get a job as a parlour maid in a big house somewhere; work her way up 

to housekeeper. She’s bright, although she’s got a contrary streak to her.  

 

Polly:  Oh Mrs Cooper, times are changing, but slowly for women. I think why 

should women be confined to certain roles in life, while men have so much 

more choice? Myself, when I am married, mean to carry on teaching, and Mr 

Newbold is not without sympathy to my wish. I think Amelia is very brave, 

and she has the fortitude to endure the social difficulties of being a 

forerunner. Mr Newbold has told me that he intends to talk to the men about 

treating her right. 

 

Mrs Cooper:  Well we’ll just have to take one day at a time. That’s what I tell myself, one 

day at a time - (starts to weep). 

 

Mrs Taylor:   Come now duckie, let’s go inside and have a cup of tea. 

 

Mrs Carter:  We’ve laid the table out with all kinds of fancies, for people have hearty 

appetites after a funeral! 

 

Polly:    I will join you shortly. 

 

(Mrs Cooper, Mrs Taylor & Mrs Carter exit) 

 

Dan:    Will we start production of the new refrigeration machines Mr Newbold? 

 

Frederick:  Yes, they have proved themselves. We will look again at the ammonia levels; 

I still smell it strongly from where I last saw Samuel…. 

 

Tim:    You’re thinking it may need more ventilation? 
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Frederick:  It should not sting the eyes. All was frozen in the compartment on board; it 

was like a winter scene, and in the corner, it was a sight I wish to forget, but 

know I never will. You two go in and have something to eat and drink.  

 

Dan:  Aye, the women have been hard at work laying on a good table. The soul is 

heavy but the stomach is light. 

 

Tim:    It’s always the same at a funeral; I could eat a horse! 

 

(Dan & Tim exit) 

 

Polly:    Father gave a good service did he not?  

 

Frederick:  Yes, he did Sam proud. Polly I can’t help torturing myself why, how he died?  

He was so conscientious in his duties; but surely, he would not have 

consciously laid himself down in the freezing cabinet? It was, as if something 

stronger crept up, and overtook him there. His widow asked if it could have 

been a foreign disease. 

 

Polly:    Like Malaria? 
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Frederick:  The Captain said he complained of dizziness the evening before, but it was 

put it down to the sun.  Normally they would have buried him out at sea, but 

of course -  

 

Polly:    Yes  -  

 

Frederick:  He sacrificed his life for my venture Polly. He would have lived long and 

happy here building bridges. 

 

Polly:  Frederick, he would not have had the chance to build anything were it not for 

you! 

 

Frederick:   Why do you say that? 

 

Polly:  Amelia let it out one day when she was drunk. My dear- he did not die in 

vain. You must write papers. You must let the world know how you have 

succeeded with his help. He will live on in your success - and in Amelia, for 

she is keen to start at the works.  

 

Frederick:  I have promised her mother that I’ll talk to the men that there is to be no 

teasing. 

 

Polly:  Amelia can look after herself quite well, for she has a strong right hook with 

the boys. Come, let us join the others. 

 

(Polly & Frederick exit) 

 

 

  



Scene 4 – The Bank 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Mr Montague enters with 

documents & sits at desk) 

 

Frederick:   (Enters) Good morning. 

 

Mr Montague:  (Stands up & shakes Frederick’s hand) Good morning and congratulations 

on your marriage dear boy! Sit down! Will you take a glass of wine?  

 

Frederick:   No, thank you, my wife is averse to the smell of alcohol. 

 

Mr Montague:  I understand it is a love and not a fiscal match, and there is much to be said 

for it - as there is against it. I myself would have recommended an heiress; 

then you could have expanded your works to your heart’s desire without 

burdening yourself with debt. Nevertheless, your firm is a worthy investment 

for us. I understand that Mrs Newbold’s father is himself re-marrying? 

 

Frederick:  Yes, it was a surprise to me, but not to Polly, for the Reverend had always 

thought highly of Mrs Musgrove, who, like himself, has been widowed for 

some years. I do not think he would have consented to our marriage, were he 

not entering matrimony himself. 

 

Mr Montague:  No, a reverend needs his home comforts. But to planning; now that your 

experiment has become successful you will be entering the reproduction 

phase?  

 

Frederick:  Yes, with success have come many orders. I need to take on more men here 

and build a large meat freezing store, and also to build freezing plants near to 

the Newcastle docks. 

 

Mr Montague:  Indeed. Soon with our help, you will own your own small empire. You must 

enter politics Frederick, for you will be as much father to your workers, as 

Queen Victoria is mother to us all. To be a man of substance, you must enter 

the Town Council! I will nominate you - and you must become a magistrate, 

for responsibility is the bedfellow of success. You are no longer an individual 

with concerns merely of your own. You are a public figure, and a public 

figure needs a tongue to speak with. If you are fortunate, when you are dead - 

they will name streets after you and you will live on forever in the municipal 

alleyways and avenues. 

 

Frederick:   In the more salubrious areas I hope. 

 

Mr. Montague:  You will not get to choose! I look forward to seeing you again in three 

months.  

 

Frederick:   I almost forgot – I have something for you. 

 

Mr. Montague:  What is it? 

 

Frederick:   (Gets banana from pocket and presents it) A banana. 

 

Mr. Montague:  A banana! Well well, I’ve seen everything now. Do I peel it? 

 



Frederick:  Yes, you make a little nick at the top and peel it downwards in strips; it is 

perfectly ripe now to eat. 

 

Mr. Montague:  Thank you I will take it home and share it with my wife; we will be the envy 

of our neighbours! 

 

Frederick:   (Laughs) Good morning. 

 

(Frederick exits. Mr. Montague exits with paperwork.) 

 

 

  



Scene 5 – The Tailors 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage Mr Abrahams enters with lengths of 

fabric. Puts on table. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Frederick enters.) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning Mr Abrahams. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Good morning Mr. Newbold! How are yourself and your good lady? 

 

Frederick:  We are well, thank you. My wife is teaching part time in the works school, as 

is her wish. She could not teach elsewhere of course, as married women are 

not taken on as teachers. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  You are forward thinking Mr Newbold. You have taken on a girl as 

apprentice engineer, I believe. Mark my words, women will be getting the 

vote before we know it. How fast the world moves on today; it is both a boon 

and a worry! As to myself, my son Nathaniel is to become my apprentice. We 

are to move to more commodious and central premises, with room for 

carriages at the front. Allow me to present my new card. (Gives Frederick a 

business card) I hear you have at last moved into The Abbey after the 

renovations. It is a fine house with many dressing rooms I believe. That is 

excellent, for you will need a great many clothes for all the functions you 

have to attend in your official capacities!  

 

Frederick:  That is true. I have meetings with the city council, and also many 

representatives of shipping lines. 
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Mr Abrahams:  You can be assured of our best and fulsome services in whatever the needs of 

your attire for those occasions. 

 

Frederick:   Thank you; as for today, I simply need another umbrella.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Another umbrella Mr Newbold? 

 

Frederick:  The trouble with umbrellas Mr Abrahams, is that one goes out with one, and 

returns home without one!   

 

Mr Abrahams:  Oh Mr Newbold, that is not a problem, indeed it is a blessing in disguise, for 

I have exactly the umbrella for you coming in. It has a fine bone handle with 

a silver ring and will add gravitas and dignity to any outfit. 

 

Frederick:   That sounds just the job, thank you. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Oh Mr Newbold, I have an idea that might reunite you with your umbrella 

should it become separated from you! A sudden inspiration! If you have your 

initials engraved upon the silver ring, or better still, your name itself scribed 

very neatly of course, that would give the finder useful information to return 

it to you. 

 

Frederick:   Thank you, that would be useful. 
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Mr Abrahams:  And if you don’t mind me enquiring, have you an adequate supply of your 

monogramed handkerchiefs? 

 

Frederick:   Ah, there is another item that mysteriously become lost!  

 

Mr Abrahams:  I am afraid a fine silk handkerchief is an attraction for pickpockets or fogle 

hunters. I myself had one taken a year back. One doesn’t feel a thing as they 

extract it from the pocket; often in the middle of a crowd in the middle of the 

day. It is quite shocking. But better than a fine pocket watch or snuff box 

being taken. But I have a thought Mr Newbold; do you have a middle name?  

 

Frederick:   It is William. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Well, instead of FN embroidered upon them, you could have FWN, which in 

itself adds an extra flourish; and makes them easier to identify, should the 

police catch the thief. 

 

 Frederick:   I will take your advice. I would like half a dozen please. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  I will attend to that with the greatest of pleasure; Nathaniel will deliver 

umbrella and handkerchiefs just as soon as they are ready.  

 

Frederick:   Thank you. Good day Mr Abrahams. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  A very good day to you Mr Newbold. 

 

(SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Frederick exits. Mr Abrahams exits 

happily with his props) 

 

 

  



Scene 6 – The Works 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Frederick enters) 

 

Polly:  (Enters) Come to bed my dear.  Surely everything is in place now?  You 

have not retired until the early hours for weeks. 

 

Frederick:  All is done. The Queen will receive a welcome here that she will long 

remember. Her daughter Princess Beatrice of Battenburg will be with her, 

and the Queen’s Scots and Indian servants. The Queen will lay the Infirmary 

foundation stone with a golden trowel and an ivory mallet. Then she will 

come to The Works and open the new meat freezing store.  

 

Polly:  What a great honour it is in your Mayoral year. A knighthood! You will be 

Sir Frederick Newbold.  

 

Frederick:  And you will be Lady Newbold, though you have always been a lady my 

dear. 

 

Polly:  I do hope the children don’t fidget through the long speeches. You have your 

clothes ready? 

 

Frederick:  They are being delivered from the tailors in the morning. Mr Abrahams could 

hardly contain himself over the ostrich feathers and crimson Genoa velvet. I 

have given the workers the day off to attend, for they are part of my success. 

There is one person who I wish could be there, but isn’t. 

 

Polly:    Amelia will represent him; she is growing into a fine young woman. 

 

Frederick:   She is as good an apprentice as any boy. 

 

Polly:    She still has a fine right hook. 

 

Frederick:   You will be there beside me; that is what matters most.  

 

Polly:    And father? 

 

Frederick:  I am pleased he will be there with Mrs Staythorpe. He told me he would look 

in to see me receive my trinket. 

 

Polly:    (Laughs) He has softened to you, but – (interrupted) 

 

Frederick:   No buts, tomorrow is ours! 

 

(Polly & Frederick kiss & exit. Lights down. Lights up. SFX. Horse 

hooves and carriage wheels. Cheering of crowds. Workers all enter) 

 

Queen Victoria:  (Enters) Mr Newbold, we thank you for the kind attentions you have 

given us during our time with you. We will long remember our visit and the 

warm welcome we have received from its citizens and it has been a pleasure 

to look around your works, to meet your employees, and your charming wife. 

Now will someone pass me a sword. 

 

(Male attendant passes sword)  

 



Queen Victoria:  Kneel Mr Newbold.  

 

(Frederick kneels) 

 

Queen Victoria:  (Lightly taps him on right & then left shoulder.) Arise Sir Frederick 

Newbold. 

 

Frederick:  (Gets up) Thank you Ma’am, and God bless you and keep you. Please accept 

these small gifts from the town  

 

(Polly gives attendant a couple of small parcels)  

 

Frederick:   and this - from myself –  

 

(Polly hands Frederick a fine rosy apple. Frederick presents it to the 

Queen) 

 

Queen Victoria:  Why - it is an apple –  

 

Frederick:   It is an apple from South Africa Ma’am. 
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Queen Victoria:  And in May!   

 

(Exits followed by entourage and crowd. SFX. Cheers. All exit. Lights 

down.) 
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Scene 7 – The Tailors 

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. The next scene represents an 

amalgam of the years passing. It should have a slightly surreal feel 

during which the characters age, by walk, speech, a sprinkling of powder 

in the hair etc. Lights low. Mr Abrahams enters with designs, fabrics. 

SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Frederick enters) 

 

Mr Abrahams:  Oh - Sir Frederick - Mr. Newbold!  Oh what can I - Mr. Newbold - Sir 

Frederick - would you mind - it would mean so much; if I might be so bold as 

to ask - if I might display your new arms above my humble shop - by 

appointment to. 

 

Frederick:   With pleasure, for I’m sure that I’m your best customer! 

 

Mr Abrahams:  We aim to please Mr – I mean Sir Frederick. Now what I was thinking about 

for today was – 

 

(Mr Abrahams & Frederick exit together as if going to look at clothes. 

Mr Abrahams enters with designs, fabrics. SFX. Tinkle of shop 

doorbell.) 

 

Frederick:   (Enters wearing a black armband) Good morning.  

 

Mr Abrahams:  Sir Frederick. May I offer you my heartfelt condolences - only ten years old.  

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away. 

 

Frederick:  Thank you. We will be dedicating a window at St Alfrege in 

commemoration. 

 

Mr Abrahams:  That will be a fine thing indeed. 

 

(Frederick & Mr Abrahams exit. Nathaniel enters with designs and 

fabrics. SFX. Clock ticking. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell.) 

 

Frederick:   Good morning. 

 

Nathaniel:  Welcome Sir Frederick. As you know, my father has retired now, but you 

may be assured of my very best service. Like my father, you may trust me to 

anticipate your needs well in advance; for no tailor worth his salt would 

expose his clients to the sudden vagaries of the seasons unprepared. 

 

Frederick:   Thank you. 

 

(Frederick & Nathaniel exit. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. SFX. Clock 

ticking. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Nathaniel enters with material, 

designs) 

 

Frederick:   (Enters wearing black armband) Good morning.  

 

Nathaniel:  Sir, the clothes are ready. I only wish I had been able to prepare for a happier 

occasion. This dreadful war is taking the cream of our youth. We are in 

constant dread of receiving a telegram. 

 



Frederick:  It is a common thread that binds us all. My own workers have been spared, 

for food preservation is imperative, and the farmers are working all hours to 

provide it. Much ironwork is needed by the war effort too. My wife is doing 

what she can to help, but her fingers are quite full of arthritis now. 

 

(Frederick & Nathaniel exit. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. SFX. Clock 

ticking. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell. Nathaniel enters with designs & 

materials) 

 

Frederick:   (Enters with walking cane) Good morning. 

 

Nathaniel:  Good morning. I have the clothes ready. Your golden anniversary! What 

times we have been through. What great successes and triumphs. There is 

always rain sadly. Thank you for attending my father’s funeral; he would 

have been most gratified. The wreath you sent is very fine.  

 

Frederick:   He was my mirror in society, and he never let me down. 

 

(Frederick & Nathaniel exit) 

 

 

  



Scene 8 – The Tailors  

 

(Played in the separate area of stage. Lights up. Nathaniel enters as 

middle-aged man. SFX. Tinkle of shop doorbell.)  

 

Frederick:   (Enters as old man) Good morning Nathaniel. 

 

Nathaniel:  Good morning Sir Frederick. I have your clothes on hangers ready for you to 

transfer to your hotel. Leonard will carry them to your motor car. I am 

training him up in the trade. You leave by train to London on business?   

 

Frederick:  Yes. My children insist I telephone them when I arrive. What a blessing the 

telephone is. 

 

Nathaniel:  I don’t really trust it myself. These new inventions keep coming don’t they. I 

hope your children are in good health? 

 

Frederick:  They are well, thank you. As you know my two girls are married, and my son 

has followed me into the business. I miss my dear wife. If I am to believe her 

father Reverend Staythorpe, God rest his soul, she will be waiting for me at 

my journey’s end. 
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Nathaniel:   We hope not for many a year Sir Frederick!  

 

Frederick:   I am eighty three; I am on God’s borrowed time. 

 

Nathaniel:  Well, have a good trip sir, and we look forward to seeing you on your return, 

for I have just the thing coming in for you, it is a new hat called a Homburg. 

It is said to be the growing fashion among businessmen. 

 

Frederick:   I will trust your judgement. Goodbye. 

 

Nathaniel:   Goodbye sir. 

 

(Frederick exits. Nathaniel exits.) 
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Scene 9 – The Hotel 

 

(Separate area of stage Hotel Receptionist enters with paperwork & sits 

at table. SFX. Traffic 1920’s style. SFX. Slamming of car door.) 

 

Cockney voice:  (Offstage) Shall I take the case Guv? 

 

Frederick:   (Offstage)  I will manage, thank you. 

 

(SFX. Doors. Frederick enters with small old-fashioned case.) 

 

Hotel Receptionist:  Good Evening Sir Frederick. (Consults paperwork & hands key over) 

Room 56 - shall I call a porter? 

 

Frederick:   No - thank you. The case is light - 

 

Hotel Receptionist:  The room is on the third floor 

 

Frederick:  I can manage. It has been a long journey. I need to exercise my legs; they feel 

like lead.  

 

(Frederick exits. Hotel Receptionist exits. SFX. Clock ticking. SFX. Key 

in lock. Frederick enters.) 

 

Frederick:  (He is breathing hard.) It is cold in here. it is not winter, but it feels. I must 

sit down. (Puts case down & sits down at table. Looks round) Is it my 

eyes? There is a mist - like - like comes down in the Alps - and the air seems 

blue. (Looks at his hands) My nails are blue and my hands (feels one hand 

with the other) - cold - icy.  Is there someone there - in the corner? It is not 

Samuel for he is long dead - frozen solid - but it looks like him.  What’s that - 

who is speaking? 

 

Samuel:   (Enters) Mr. Newbold.  Mr. Newbold - sir -  

 

Frederick:   It is you – I thought that you were dead, but - I can see you.  

 

Samuel:   We discovered the secret of long-lasting ice Mr. Newbold. 

 

Frederick:  We did Samuel. We showed the men of Newcastle! Many of my meat 

freezing plants line the dockside. Look there is ice forming on the window - 

    

Samuel:   And the crystals are winking like stars. 

 

Frederick:   It is like another world in here. (Shivers) I feel the need of an overcoat. 

 

Samuel:   The smell has gone. It does not sting the eyes nor the throat now.  

 

Frederick:   The ammonia - yes - that has gone  - I am sorry that - 

 

Samuel:   Sleep now Mr. Newbold -  

 

Frederick:   Is Polly here? I can hear her skirts - or is it - the ice creaking and cracking?

      

Polly:    (Enters) I am here my dear. 

 



Frederick:  (Smiles) Then I will sleep -sleep - until I am woken. (Lays his head gently 

on table. Body slumps.) 

 

 

 

      END 


